


Lest we forget ..... 
Sixty years after the Battle of Britain was fought, this issue of Strange Daze is 

dedicated to 
'The Few' 

They shall not grow old, as we who are left grow old 
Age shall not weary them 
Nor the years condemn 
At the going down of the sun 
And in the morning 
We will remember .... 
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To begin this editorial I would like to extend my thanks and appreciation to the Strange Daze editorial 
team, consultants, and writers. Without all of you, SD would be impossible. In particular I would like to 
express my sincere thanks to Bill Rose for his continued support and extensive contributions to Strange 
Daze. My very special thanks go to Paul Cabby, for his work and role in the cover design and layout of 
SD, as well as taking on our web-site, so watch for some interesting updates and changes. I would also 
like to extend my thanks and appreciation to Kate Taylor, who has now left the editorial team of SD and 
her role as webmaster for the SD site. We shall miss her and on behalf of SD I would like to wish her 
every success in her continued ventures. 

Last, but never least, we would like to express our thanks to all of you, our readers, and especially those, 
who have taken the time to contact us with their thoughts and comments. We hope that all of you will 
enjoy this extended issue. 

This issue carries articles at the cutting edge of science in addition to articles on UFOs, earth mysteries 
and poltergeists culminating in a controversial and challenging interview with that master of straight 
talking, Andy Roberts, entertaining us and discussing his views on this strange universe and its even 
stranger inhabitants. In his interview Andy displays a real working knowledge of the role of nature 
combined with the human consciousness and how this creates a dynamic effect on our interpretations of 
some extraordinary experiences. He gave a great insight into this effect with his Big Grey Man article 
(SD issues 17 /18) and also reinforces this with some of his comments in his interview in this issue 

Whilst on holiday last month in the middle of a forest, all of this gave me some room for thought. Once 
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B111 Rose 
One hundred years ago, H.G Wells 
invented a fictitious gravity masking material 
called "Cavorite" which appeared in his novel 
"The First Men in the Moon." Today, anti
gravity is perceived as an invisible force 
regulated by electronics that can be tumed 
on and off at wilL Although the idea of 

<\cbntroUing gravity remains a science fiction 
;,c6fl�Pt r the Americans and (to a lesser 
e�f!'nt)z: severaJ other advanced nations have 
s ' ' t:., smafl fortunes on secret research. (�i) . .·:; 

;.;. ;;:j� 
·t me+ add ,.t�at�this is documented fact and 

not sP¥UJa to.ra : �ft>"�':z;:· 
As a res,��" eorists now 
believe thit"< ttl has yie.�}kl 
results and a mi }�a·�tirgravity* and 
some related p�;g;puts -ion technologies ar$" 
already in use'· by Amerioa�s'') mititary;·h 
Technical advances of this nature are likely:�:'' 
to provide a powerful secret edge, which the 
Pentagon will hope to keep hidden for as 
long as possible. lt is also apparent that the 
introduction of any new clean and economic 
propulsion technology win be strongly 
resisted by multinationals who have a vested 
interest in maintaining the status quo. So, for 
these and perhaps a dozen other reasons, 

Thomas Townsend Brown (1905-1985) 

we are unlikely to see anything new unveiled for many 
decades to come. 

HIGH CAPACITANCE 

Thomas Townsend Brown (1905-1985) was born 
into a prominent Zanesvme, Ohio family. By the time 
he became a teenager, the precocious Townsend 
Brown had developed a fascination for electrical 
engineering and was conducting an manner of small
scale experiments. After joining Denison University in 
1923, Townsend Brown attracted the attention of 
Professor Paul Alfred Blefeld who had studied physics 
alongside Einstein in Switz-erland. Townsend ;S�rown 
was soon undertaking . research into, the �haviour of 

,,capacitors� . convinced that ,�they :'generat!d a new 
�une�p!Sined force� · 

?' 

\'Biefeld�"''hetpl Town�d Brown developed a 
complex -theory�,·wh iob •,suggested that;the electrostatic 
charge between'v--the two plates of a capacitor 
produced a small .. gravitational field. They finally 
decided to call this the "Biefeld-Brown Effect" and 
Townsend Brown spent the remainder of the 1920s 
studying it. In 1930, Townsend Brown joined the US 
Navy and by the start of World War Two, he was 
engaged in advanced minesweeping research with a 
staff of highly qualified scientists working for him. His 
name has often been linked to the notorious 1943 
Philadelphia Experiment, which allegedly concerned 
radar invisibility. The US Navy has always insisted 
that the Philadelphia Experiment never took place, but 
Townsend Brown is said to have confirmed its 
existence on two separate occasions just before his 
death. In 1944, after suffering a mental breakdown, 
Townsend Brown left the Navy and was recruited by 
Lockheed,s Skunk Works to undertake radar 
development. 
When the war ended, Townsend Brown established 
his own laboratory and returned to full time research 
of "electrogravitics." By the early 1950s, he was able 
to fly small tethered model discs using nothing more 
than field effect propulsion. Although these 
demonstrations were clearly impressive, some 
scientists suggested the models were propelled by the 
pressure of negative ions hitting the positive electrode 
rather than the actual generation of a gravity wave. As 
a consequence\ the phenomena was christened 



r 

-electric Wma.· which prompt� Brown and 
his te.llow rese�rcher Or Mason �Rose to conduct 
further xpE!riments inside a vacuum chamber which 
seemed to conclusively. prove that more was taking 
place tha�just ionic airflow. 

In 1953, Townsend Brown finally secured the USAF's 
attention and put on a demonstration for senior 
Pentagon officers. He used a 3 feet diameter model 
d isc attached to a 50 feet d iameter test rig and the 
leading edge of his model was charged to 150,000 
volts. Once in flight, the model rapidly accelerated to a 
speed of several hundred miles per hour. The small 
d isc silently whirled around the test area, surrounded 
by a faintly perceptible blue-violet g low, which some 
observers described as rather eerie. The USAF brass 
were so impressed that the subject was immediately 
classified as "Top Secret" and most aspects of this 
work would remain under tight wraps until 1990, when 
USAF document 13-1-00034-5879 was released. 

In the meantime, Townsend Brown began to develop a 
set of plans for an anti-gravity combat aircraft called 
Project Winterhaven. 

PROJECT�NTERHAVEN 

Townsend Brown's Winterhaven aircraft would use an 
electrostatic field generation propulsion system 
supported by conventional turbojets. Once it became 
airborne, the leading edge would be positively charged 
to several m ill ion volts, whi le the exhaust flow became 
negatively charged to the same value. This would (in 
theory) create a substantial gravity wave for the 
vehicle to ride on and Townsend Brown considered the 
disc shape ideal ,  because it made a large smooth 
d ielectric area possible. The aircraft's primary turbojet 

propulsion would now be operating in "flame jet 
generation" mode,. running relatively cool and 
forming a component of the electrogravitic 
system. Engine thrust would no longer be 
responsible for pushing the aircraft forward and 
the relatively small  fuel consumption was 
expected to provide intercontinental range. 

At the same time, the engine's infrared 
signature would virtually disappear, along with 
a reduction or perhaps tota11y elimination of 
contrails. As the positively charged ion field 
softened the boundary layer, the aircraft could 
easily push through the supersonic barrier, 
reducing the .effects of turbulence and virtually 
eliminating a sonic boom. Townsend Brown 
predicted very h igh levels of performance for 
h is Winterhaven design,  suggesting it would be 
capable of three and a half times the speed of 
sound, with a ceiling in excess of 100,000 feet 

Although this system wasn't a ful l-btown sci-fi 
style anti-gravity drive� it promised to be a 
massive step forward in aircraft propulsion 
technology. 

As a consequence, the USAF began to draw 
up plans for the long term funding of Project 
Winterhaven in November 1954 and they 
issued a string of secret research contracts to 
aerospace specialists. These companies 
included Martin, Convair, Sperry Rand, 
Sikorsky, Lear, Douglas, Lockheed, BeU 
Aircraft, Hitler and Clark Electronics. Other 
contractors who started their own private 
research programmes were, Boeing', Curtiss
Wright and North American. 

Although outside their normal area of interest 
AT& T assigned scientists to etectrogravitf 
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Almost Immediately, the USAF took steps to close the leak, I ulng stem 

wamlngs to all scientists and engineers employed on classified aero pace 

proJects. Of course, the cat was now out of the bag. 

research, which appears to have been secretly 
funded by the Pentagon. In addition. several 
major scientific institutions undertook USAF 
sponsored etectrogravitic research and -these 
were M.I.T, Princeton and the caiTech Radiation 
Laboratory. At long last, Townsend Brown had 
managed to create real interest in his cranky 
ideas and everyone was taking the subject very 
seriously. Initial hopes for electrogravitics and 
Project Winterhaven were very optimistict but 
progress began to slow towards the end of 1955. 

By spring of the following year, there were 
predictions that the effort to develop anti-gravity 
proputsion would probably surpass the 
Manhattan Project, (the first atomic bomb) in 
terms of scale and cost. This opinion soon 
became the official tine and electrogravitics 
began to fade into the background as funding 
was scaled down. Townsend Brown continued to 
conduct electrogravitic research and founded the 
UFO research organisation NICAP in October 
1956, but little more was heard of him or Project 
Winterhaven until the 1990s. 

Recent documents have shown that the US was 
not the only country to investigate the •eiefeld
Brown Effect" and during mid·1950s, British 
scientists conducted electrogravitic research. A 
French organisation went one step further and 
employed Townsend Brown as their c,onsultant, 
although the project came to an abrupt halt when 
a company merger took place and Townsend 
Brown walked away from the programme in total 
disgust. lt also seems probable that the Soviets 
undertook electrogravitic research during the 
1950s. No details of this work have surfaced, but 
there were suggestions that Russian sdentists 
tested field effect technology on a MiG-29 fighter 
during the 1990s. 

Astonishingly, a very technical report on 
electrogravitics surfaced in December 1956, 
which was written by two highly respected British 
scientists called Richard W,orcester and John 
Longbent. Their paper entitled "The Gravitics 
Situation" indicated real substance to Project 
Winterhaven, although this analysis never 
reached any aviation joumals or the wider media 
at that time. 

A MOVE SIDEWAYS? 

From the beginning of World War Two, 
America's military began to take an interest in 

5 disc shaped aircraft, which promised VTOL or 

STOLt (vertical/short take off and randing) combined 
with high-speed performance. The US Navy came first 
with its circular winged Flying Flapjacks built by 
Vought and these prototypes seem to have spawned 
a series of more advanced secret concepts, intended 
for carrier based operations. During the early 1950s, 
virtually every major US aviation company was looking 
at the idea of building a military discplane. although 
the biggest USAF programme was undertaken by a 
foreign contractor called Avro-Canada based near 
Toronto. 

Details of this research continue to emerge, but the 
main unanswered question is whether any of Avro
Canada's jet powered flying sauoers actually flew. 
Rather curiously, Avro-Canada's secret research 
programme to build a Mach 4 disc shaped interceptor 
called Project 1794 came to an abrupt unexplained 
halt in 1957. The prototype P . 1794 had almost been 
completed and tethered test flights were about to 
begin when it disappeared from the Matton test site. 
Perhaps the USAF simply decided that P .1794 was 
expensive dead end technology and dropped the 
programme. although this seems unlikely because 
Avro-Canada continued to work on a less promising 
discplane concept. Alternatively, the development of 
P.1794 may have been switched to a American 
contractor as a result of political pressure, with the 
prototype being completed and flight tested in the U.S. 

lt is also conceivable that something far superior came 
along, which literally made P.1794 obsolete overnight. 

Intriguingly, Avro-Canada's parent company in 
Manchester, England (Avro UK) is now believed to 
have conducted electrogravitic research during the 
mid-1950s and test rigs were built in collaboration with 
the National Physical Research Laboratory, supported 
by Ministry of Supply funding. This lends weight to the 
possibility that Avro UK scientists envisaged 
electrogravitic craft as the logical follow-on to Avro
Canada's flying disc programme. Most the advanced 
Avro-Canada discplanes used very exotic gas turbine 
engines which were inseparable from the airframe and 
it is interesting to see that the Winterhaven airframe 
was described as "indivisible from the engine." 

Conceivably, the P . 1794 prototype was used to 
develop a more advanced aircraft, which employed 
eJectrogravitic propulsion and this lead to a secret test 
programme, which has continued to the present day. 
Testing would have been undertaken at a remote 
location such as Groom or Papoose Dry Lake, 
Nevada and it is just possible that this technology is 
now being used in at least one USAF combat aircraft. 



OPERATIONAL ELECTROGRAVITICS 

On March 9 1992, the welf ... respected technical 
publication .. Aviation Week & Space Technology" 
carried a n  article, which claimed that the Northrop
Grumman, B-2A Spirit stealth bomber utilised a 
secondary electrostatic propulsion system. lt was then 
suggested by other sources that this field effect system 
was pulsed a t  very high frequency, perhaps in the 
region of one million cycles per second. which seemed 
to indicate that Townsend Brown's electrogravitic 
concept was far from dead. The disclosure about the 
B-2A had apparently been passed to AW&ST 
magazine by a small group of disgruntled West Coast 
scientists who were concerned that work of this 
importance was being withheld by the government 

Almost immediately, the USAF took steps to dose the 
leak issuing stem warnings to aU scientists and 
engineers employed on classified aerospace projects. 
Of course. the cat was now out of the bag. 

Exactly when Northrop began to take an interest in the 
use of charged fields for aerodynamic shaping and 
propulsion remains unknown, because the company is 
not thought to have participated (to any extent) in the 
Project Winterhaven programme. However. recently 
discovered reports show that Northrop began to 
conduct studies of the .. Biefeld•Brown Effect" on wind 
tunnel models in January 1968 and this might have 
been the time when it was discovered that a flying 
wing or triangular shape was a better configuration for 
electrogravitic propulsion than a disc. 

Whether a ny other major US contractors were 
undertaking this type of research during the late 1960s 
remains unknownt but the USAFs Fright Dynamics 
Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB were definitely 
engaged in field effect studies. By 1972, a semi secret 
USAF review called Project Outgrowth identified field 
effect propulsion as offering the greatest potential for a 
future system. If electrogravitics were a planned 
feature of the B-2A stealth bomber, this might go some 
way to explaining the aircraft's phenomenal 
development costs and its apparent shortcomings as a 
conventional military aircraft, which were highlighted 
by the aviation engineer Tony Gonsalves. 

According to Or Paul LaViolette who has written 
extensive'y on this issue, the B-2A's sharp leading 
edge is energised to about 15 million volts positive and 
the engine exhaust uses the same negative value. 
When this system is engaged, the B-2A's four General 
Electric F118 turbofans switch from providing 
propulsive thrust to acting as flame generators that 
operate at temperatures not much higher than the 
surrounding atmosphere. In electrogravitic mode. the 
B-2A (perceived as a subsonic aircraft) may become 
capable of supersonic speed, while retaining its 
stealthy qualities and producing little in terms of vapour 
traits. Many years ago, the USAF claimed that 
contrails could be prevented from forming behind the 

B·2A b y  inje c ting · highJy corrosive 
chtorof[uorosulphonio acid into the exhaust 
stream. Then the USAF had a change of mind 
and said that contrail suppression was achieved 
by regulating the exhaust temperature. This 

AVRO Electrogravitic Aircraft 

An early B-2 Bomber concept 
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B-2A Bomber 

suggestion was described as .,nonsense," by the 
eminent aviation writer Bill Gunston in an article, 
which appeared in the January 2000 issue of "Air 
International." However, while discussing the 
possibility that electrogravitics might form part of 
the B-2A's propulsive system, Gunston went a 



on to point out that channels downstream of the 
jetpipes appeared to be fabricated from carbon 
fibre composite which seems inappropriate, 
because bonding agents shouldn't be able to 
withstand normal exhaust temperatures. The 
black surface coating on the B-2A is officially 
RAM {radar absorbing material) but it has been 
suggested that this is actually some k ind of 
ceramic based super d ielectric material whi:ch 
a llows the generation of a sizeable g ravity wave. 

lt is also possible that once the eJectrogravitic 
system becomes operational, it may be possible 
to change d irection and steer the aircraft by 
varying the electrical charge. Supporters of this 
exotic technology mention the many convincing 
demonstrations given by Townsend Brown and 
the fact that most of the big US defence 
contractors were working on the "Biefeld-Brown 
Effect" before this research d isappeared from 
sight. On the other hand* sceptics point to the 
major problem of generating sUfficient electrical 
power to make such a system viable. They also 
express concern about the effects of very h igh 
voltages on avionics, radar and perhaps 
crewmembers. 

Another potential concern is flashover or arcing 
and it is a fact that the build-up of static electricity 
in aircraft through friction represented a serious 
problem until static d ischargers were f iHed. Many 
of these sceptics now believe that Townsend 
Brown simply demonstrated an elementary form 
of ionic proputsion and the vacuum chamber 
tests, which followed, were inconclusive. There 
are certain ly many simi larities between 
etectrogravitics and ionic proputsion which is 
another closely related technology that may have 
been fully developed within the black projects 
domain. 

THOSE ELUSIVE BLACK TRIANGLES 

By the mid 1950s, triangular aircraft had started 
to appear in British skies. These were not 
specialised delta winged prototypes; they were 
the RAF's front fine Gloster Javelin fighter and 
Avro Vulcan bomber. Although the Javelin and 
Vulcan were not entirely triangulart they were 
closer to the pure delta shape than any other 
(past or present) production aircraft and the 
Vulcan remained in service until the early 1980s. 
when it was used operationally during the 
Falklands War. 

To an untrained observer, a Javelin or Vulcan at 
altitude might appear to be a perfect b lack flying 
triangle, although it seems curious that so few 
triangular shaped UFOs were reported when 

RAF pilots were flying delta winged aircraft. 
7 However, since the end of the 1980s, there 

has been a steady i ncrease in reports of unidentified 
triangu lar objects above Northern Europe and North 
America . This suggests that either the triangu lar shape 
was adopted by aliens for their atmospheric vehides, or 
an entirely new dass of secret aircraft have been 
undergoing trials. 

These largely noctumaf triangles are regularty described 
as featureless, apart from the occasional use of 
navigation lights and they are si lent i n  flight Sometimes, 
a faint blue electric g low or d ischarge has been reported 
surrounding them, which may be a direct indication of 
their  unusual propulsive systems. 

The size of triangular UFOs is regularly reported as 
anything between 100 to 1000 feet in width. although 
tra ined observers are aware that it rs impossible to 
make accurate estimates of dimensions without any 
points of reference and nearly all claims regarding size 
must be treated with g reat caution. On the other hand, 
highly advanced techniques are not required to build 
1000 feet long L TA (Lighter Than Air) vehicJe and the 
pre-war hydrogen filled German Hindenberg a irship was 
814 feet in length, 135 feet in d iameter and supported 
by nothing more exotic than 14 miles of a luminium. 

The real problem for anyone secretly operating a very 
big L TA vehicle lies with handling and storage on the 
ground, which i's bound to generate some formidable 
concealment challenges. 

Beginning in the 1970s, Lockheed investigated the idea 
of building very Jarge remotely piloted l TA (Ji ghter than 
air) vehicles fabricated from Kevlar, with d imensions in 
excess of 500 feet One design called H i-Spot (High 
Altitude Surveillance Platform) was intended to remain 
on station at an altitude of 70-80,000 feet for 100 d ays, 
usjng a small hydrogen fuetled engine to make 
positional changes. Like many unusual military research 
programmes, these Lockheed studies faded away, 
which may indicate that they continued in the black 
domain . 

Intriguingly, there have been numerous sightings  of 
large triangular and boomerang shaped UFOs in 
Georgia and these reports have led to speculation within 
MUFON that secret LT A craft are being tested at 
Lockheed-Martin's Marietta facility. 

Effectively supporting the idea that Britain's MoD 
(Ministry of Defence) has something interesting to hide 
is Nick Pope who previously ran the MoD's SEC(AS)2a 
desk. He has supplemented his civi l  service income 
nicety with MoD approved books that suggest these 
mysterious bJack triangles have no earthly origin and 
must come from outer space. Pope's claims were 
welcomed and accepted by a genera l  public who had 
been suitably hyped by TV shows l ike the "X-Files" and 
were ready to believe in anything that suggested 
extraterrestrial visitation. However, there is a growing 
belief amongst serious ufologists that Pope frontad a 
cleverly orchestrated programm,e of dis information 
intended to divert attention away from a substantiaf 



black budget aviation programme. Although the "true 
believers in all things alien" continue to accept Pope's 
assertions, it should be remembered that he was, and 
stiU is an official employed by one of the world's most 
secretive organisations, who's employees are aU bound 
by Britain's repressive Official Secrets Act. 

During 1997, (not recentlyt as claimed by several UFO 
publications) a story appeared in America, which 
indicated that a media clampdown had taken place 
within the UK and this had been endorsed by a former 
BBC producer who worked on a popular science 
programme. He is alleged to have told a UFO group that 
the BBC had been "heavily D-Noticed" by the MoD in 
respect of the flying triangle issue. Apparently, MoD 
officials advised senior BBC staff that black triangles 
were part of a highly sensitive military programme and 
no reports concerning them should be broadcast by the 
Corporation. 

While there is no way of confirming this, I cannot recall 
one BBC programme, which has dealt with the issue of 
mystery triangles or black project aircraft during the last 
ten years. 

NIGHT STALKERS 
Jf there are a handful of experimental LTA craft 
undergoing trials on either side of the Atlantic, they are 
probably designed to undertake a variety of fair1y 
obvious tasks. Applications for such craft would be 
surveillance, electronic eavesdropping and data relay. 
They would also be useful as high altitude air defence 
radar platforms capable of carrying a large fully enclosed 
antenna. Linked to a ground site this might form part of a 
bi-static radar system, specifically designed to detect 
stealth aircraft like Russia's new top secret Sukhoi T-
60 S supercruise bomber. As a substitute for an AWAC 
(Airborne Warning and Control System) aircraft, LTA 
platforms could remain on station for much longer 
periods of time, perhaps functioning as automated 
unmanned craft. Some informed sources have 
suggested that two operational LTA platforms could 
eventually take over the RAF's air defence system for 
the entire British Isles and they would be significantly 
more capable than existing ground based systems. 

In terms of cost effectiveness, a suitable L TA platform 
might win hands down against high cost AWAC or 
JSTARS (ground surveillance radar system) aircraft, or 
exotic intelligence gathering satetlites placed in 
geostationary orbit. Using passive sensors and/or laser 
radar, an L TA platform operating at very high altitude 
above a combat zone would be hard to detect. At an 
altitude of 150-200,000 feet a LTA craft would be almost 
invulnerable to existing conventional weapons and 
equipped with infrared detectors, it might be able to track 
the distant heat signatures of tactical balfistic missiles 
during their boost phase. Such an LTA craft might 
eventually carry a directed energy weapon capable of 

destroying missiles in flight, or hostile aircraft in a 
"no fly,. zone, although such a system would 
have the potential for some very sinister 
alternative appJications. 

Exactly who is building the craft seen above the 
UK is unknown and while BAe Systems (formerly 
BAe} might appear to be the obvious candidate, 
there is nothing of any substance which links 
them to a R&D programme of this nature. Of 
course, BAe Systems (who are currently re
examining field effect propulsion under a 
program,me called Project Greenglow) mrght be 
up to their neck in just such a venture, but it is 
just as likely that an American defence contractor 
based in the UK is responsible. 

MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU 

So what form of propulsion might be used for 
these mystery triangles? Assuming there are 
exotic L TA vehicles undergoing trials, they may 
be equipped with conventional gas turbines for 
propulsion and to power their electronic systems. 
On the other hand, they may use something 
called ionic airflow propulsion, which has much in 
common with Townsend Brown's electrogravitic 
proposals and promises major gains over 
conventional t echnologies. Ionic airflow 
propulsion may also be responsible for the 
triangular shape of these secret L TA vehicles. 
Silent in operation and entirely powered by 
electricity, the noticeable difference between an 
1ontc field effect propulsion and the 
electrogravitic system suggested for the B-2A, 
appears to be the absence of turbojets as flame 
generators to electrostaticaUy charge an exhaust 
stream. 

Ionic propulsion has been around for several 
decades and the first acknowledged inventor 
was Major Alexander P. De Seversky who filed a 
US patent in August 1959. By 1964, De 
Seversky was able to levitate and fly a small 
remote controlled model aircraft that apparently 
looked rather like a kite made of wire mesh. 
Operating along similar lines to Townsend 
Brown,s experiments, a high voltage was used to 
produce a negative ion field surrounding the 
model, which pulled the surrounding air along its 
flow path, although De Seversky made no claims 
concerning gravrty waves. Ef�ectronatom lnc, the 
New York company representing De Seversky, 
had high hopes for future developments, but a 
lack of investment appears to have brought the 
project to a halt within a year or two the company 
had disappeared without a trace. Nevertheless, 
some of the larger aerospace contractors were 
already working on similar field effect propulsion 
programmes, although little information about 8 
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this has ever reached the public domain. 

The upper performance limits of a fu ll sized 
vehicle are unknownf but there have been 
suggestions that an ionicaUy propelled LTA 
vehicle could easily achieve supersonic speeds 
and reach an altitude in excess of 200,000 feet. 
Suoh a vehicle, roughly the size of a B-1 8  
bomber might use gas turbines to generate the 
n ecessary electrica l e nergy, possib ly  
supplemented by solar power. Another option 

.
for 

a ftxed high altitude platform would be the 
transmission of microwave or laser energy along 
a line of sight This concept was first studied by 
Raytheon during the early 1 960s and it re
emerged during the 1 990s as a proposed orbital 
power source for the Myrabo "Lightsh ip,. 
d iscussed shortly. 

From the engineering viewpoint, a very large 
LT A vehicle is quite feasible and it has been 
suggested that the bigger the dielectric surface 
the greater the efficiency of the ionic flow 
system. The problem then becomes 

. 
one of 

finding a suitable power supply and the only 
present option appears to be nuclear fission. Of 
coursef the use of nuclear energy in any aircraft 
raises major environmental issues and for this 
reason alone, this technology would remain 
permanentJy secret, barring any accidents. In 
addition, a nuclear powered l TA platform wou ld 
be very attractive to the military because there 
would be readily available megawatt levels of 
electricity to support high powered radar or 
directed energy weapons. In fact, an  unmanned 
vehicle is the more attractive option, because it 
wou ld be possible to reduce bulky rad iation 
shielding to a minimum. 

A LT A craft propel led by a field effect system 
would be steered by applying different voltages 
to various parts of the aircraft and a selective 
boost in voltage would lift or turn that particular 
area of the craft. By switching polarity around the 
periphery of the vehicle, it would be possible to 
manoeuvre through three dimensions with 
relative ease. A computer with GPS access 
could hold a precise position at high a ltitude, 
probably with the same accuracy as a 
geosynchronous satel l ite which needs 
occasional thruster correction to counteract drift. 

Many factors concerning the design of an exotic 
L TA vehicle can only be guessed and there 
appears to be no easy way to determine size in 
relation to lift gas for the payload and a ltitude 

requirements. Having said that, a vehicle with a 500 ft 
span does seems to be favoured size for the high 
altitude AWACs rofe. Operating as an unmanned high 
altitude battlefield reconnaissance vehicle, the size 
would be substantially smaller, although dimensions 
may be totally dependant on the power plant and 
d ielectric area. 

LIGHTSHIPS 

A third very exotic form of propulsion for possible use 
with a L TA design is Magnetohydrodynamics (MHO) 
which has been under development since 1 959. A 
form of MHO has a lready been demonstrated in the 
marine environment and continues to be secretly 
tested as advanced silent submarine propulsion. The 
MHO system accelerates airflow around the vehicle 
and relies on Lorentz forces to produce thrust 
Aviation applications present specific problems, 
because the tow conductivity of atmospheric gases 
probably makes seeding necessary. There are also 
issues conceming very high temperatures and the 
need for powerful magnetic containment. 

A further development of this technology is the 
magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) eng ine under 
development by NASA for deep space applications. 
MPD works on much the same principle as MHO, but 
uti l ises argon, hydrogen or Jithium as a propellant 
MHO propulsion is currently being studied in several 
US laboratories and the leading figure in this field is 
Professor Leik Myrabo of New York's RensseJaer 
Polytechnic Institute, who is undertaking USAF and 
NASA funded research. Myrabo has drawn up plans 
for a MHO propel led spacecraft he calls the 
"Lightship," which has no internal power source and 

In the case of the mysterious black triangles, the sheer number of reliable 

sightings suggests these are real experimental aircraft operated by the USAF and 

US Navy in America and by the RAF or possibly the British Army in UK airspace. 
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would take its energy from a series of orbital 
powersats that are used to illuminate each vehicle in 
a tight 10 billion-watt microwave beam. Antennas 
(called rectennas) within the craft focus this energy 
around the vehicle's rim. turning the air below the 
vehicle into plasma that is regulated and shaped by 
superconducting magnets encircling the craft. 

· 

In this model the craft would be capable of 
supersonic flight, (up to about Mach 3) but could be 
accelerated to hypersonic velocity by us.ing part of 
the supplied microwave energy to literally cut a 
forward path through the atmosphere. To do this a 
tight microwave or  laser beam described as an "air  
spike" is directed to a precise point just ahead of the 
vehicte. Surface heating would be dra matical ly 
reduced as the airflow formed a shock wave just 
beyond the vehicle, propelling it to a speed of Mach 
25 and providing a low orbit capabHity. 

Of course, there are no orbital p latforms capable of 
beaming down billions of watts of microwave energy 
and the massive cost of establishing such a system, 
let alone its potentia l  use as a weapon system 
pushes the idea into another era. However, it seems 
ctear MHO and the air spike are being developed in  
the black domain and may have some future mil itary 

applications. 

The triangular shaped aircraft would appear to have 
come a tong way since the German aerodynamicist 
Dr Atexander Lippisch, coined the descriptive term 
"delta" in the early 1 930s, which he took from the 
three sided Greek letter. A pure delta offers 
substantial rntemal capacity; high l ift and the shape 
may be optimal for field effect propu lsion .  While the 
B-2A S pirit stealth bomber is a low aspect ratio flying 
wing , all the original designs for the ATB (Advanced 
Technology bomber) were triangular which may have 
been l inked to early field effect propulsion studies. 

In the case of the mysterious black triangles, the 
sheer number of rel iable sightings suggests these 
are real experimental aircraft operated by the USAF 
and US Navy in America and by the RAF or possibly 
the British Army in UK airspace. 

The various fietd effect propulsion technolog ies I 've 
d iscussed are some way removed from a sci-fi 
inertia less d rive, but there have been hints that this 
may also be a possibil ity. 

MASKING GRAVITY 
While the introduction of basic etectrogravitics would 
have a very significant impact on the world, it would 
be nothing in comparison to a fully-fledged anti
g ravity system. An abil ity to levitate objects would 
revolutionize power production, transport, the 

assembly of targe structures and a thousand 
other civil uses. Anti--Gravity would provide the 
means for low cost "airl ine style" trips to the 
Moon and make space elevators or perhaps 
even interstenar flight a reality. 

During the last century, many inventors claimed 
to have built anti-gr�vity machines, but none 
were satisfactorily demonstrated and there is 
no reason to believe that any actual ly worked. 
That said, some of the recent experiments 
carried out in laboratories around the world 
have h inted at just such a possibi lity. 

In 1 996. a Russian scientist called Eugene 
Podkletnov who was based at the Tampere 
University in Fin land wrote a paper for the 
rather obscure academic publication, "British 
Joumal of Physics-D." He claimed to have 
d iscovered a way to shield objects from the 
force of gravity. The story was then picked up 
by the ·sunday Telegraph's" science writer 

Robert Matthews and it appeared in print on 
September 1 1 996. 

Apparently, Dr Podkletnov was working in h is 
lab on a superconductor experiment in 1 993, 
when someone entered who was smoking a 
pipe. lt was noticed by chance, that the smoke 
rose in a column above the ceramic 
superconducting d isc that was under test, so 
Podktetnov placed a tiny spherical magnet 
attached to a balance above the experiment 
and it started to behave oddly. He replaced the 
magnet with a si l icon object which continued to 
move strangely and this lead to the discovery 
that anything placed above the d isc lost weight. 
Further investigation revealed that the effect 
could be increased by rotating the disc and 
there was a measurable reduction in  air 
pressure above the experiment which was 
present on al l  the overhead floors. Eventual ly, 
the team determined that the weight loss was 
around 2 percent, which doesn't sound great, 
but is h ighly significant. 
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At about the same time, NASA's Marshal! Space 
flight Center decided to fund a series of 
experiments based on papers written by 
physicists Ning Li and Douglas Torr at the 
University of Alabama. They had predicted that 
gravity might be affected by superconductors 
that acted like g iant "quantum objects" and both 
scientists felt that Dr PodkletnovJs work at 
Tampere seemed to confirm this. A flurry of 
interest foflowed the announcement that NASA 
was also undertaking anti-gravity research and 
students in Sheffield and Toronto were reported 
to have duplicated the work at Tampere. 
However, events took a strange tum when Or 
Podkletnov withdrew his paper before publication 
and Tampere University asked him to leave. lt 
seemed that the university wanted to d istance 
themselves from the whole affair and feared that 
Podkfetov had brought them, into d iscredit with 
his weird fringe science experiments. Or 
Podkletov then accepted a job with a Finnish 
company as a materials scientist, but in 1 998, he 
was invited to discuss his work with NASA 
scientists and was flown to the Marshal !  Space 
flight Center. 

At the present time, NASA officials are saying 
that their scientists have been unable to 
reproduce Podkletnov's experiment, despite 
build ing bigger and better superconducting discs. 
Of course� this does raise the question of 
whether NASA has been pressurised into 
backing off anti-gravity research. As for Or 
Podkletnov, he has now returned to Tampere 
University and is continuing with his 
superconductor research. 

Over the years, there have been hints from 
officia l  sources that America has a number of 
mind boggling scientific technologies1 which 
remain hidden from the public. The ability to 
fully shield objects from the effects of gravity 
may be one of them, albeit in a slightly 
different manner to the way H.G Wells 
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our understanding of the human adventure. Conceptual 
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This report is 
compiled in the 
light of the fact 

tbat Flying Saucers were not gen.erally front 
page news in 1963, certainly with regard to 
tbe remote areas of South East Ara.bia. 
Despite the fact that the Roswell, New Mexico 
incident had taken place in 1947, from a 
personal point of view, having been in the 
service since 1951. 1 was unaware of .it. 

Up to the time of this incident, I had never heard 
of any unusual aerial incidents being discussed 
in my sphere of air force service, which, 
immediately prior to this tour, had been in the 
main, the fighter world of the 2nd Tactical Air 
Force, Germany and administration on a Norfolk 
base connected with the introduction of the 
Lightning fighter into service in the early 60s. 

Subsequently, 1 was flying helicopters from a 
base connected to the Headquarters units in and 
around London at the time of the alleged 
Lightning incident over the North Sea, near 
Humberside that was subject of a report in 
Flying Saucer Review some years later. If 
indeed that incident ever took place and HQ 
-were aware of it, no details came to light in 
general service circles at the time as far as I am 
aware (I have spoken, albeit briefly, with a 
representative of the MoD desk responsible for 
collation of information on the UFO enigma and 
have heard an "officiar' version of this incident. 
and I have my own opinions as to what may 
have occurred). 

Several days prior to the night of the subject of 
this report, whilst taking part in a low level 

fighter ''recce". down the east coast of .Arabia from 
the capitol of Muscat to Ras a1 Hadd, near the town 
of Sur at the southern extremity, the flight of four 
aircraft had spotted the wreck of a small cargo vessel 
aground on rocks north west of Sur. There were 
signs of a fire and no lifeboats and the davit lines 
were fully extended. Having satisfied ourselves that 
the hulk was abandoned we returned to base and 
reported the vessel to Lloyds. Spares for the armed 
forces yacht club were not easy to obtain so it was 
decided that a small party of off�duty members 
should run the ski boat down to the site and attempt 
to salvage suitable gear from the vesseL Myself, 
Arthur Read and one of my fellow officers 
volunteered for the trip. Unfortunately, the weight of 
additional fuel on board prevented the boat from 
reaching a practical speed for the distance we had to 
travel. We realised that not only would we not reach 
the vessel in daylight, but our point of no return was 
severely reduced by the extra fuel load. The sea \Vas 
rising and it was perilously close to night, so we 
elected to beach the boat, bivouac for the night on 
the beach adjacent to the coastal plain and return to 
Muscat the following day. The landfall site was 
about five miles south of the small Arab city of 
Qurayat and since '"'e were in potentially hostile 
territory in which we were required to have 
permission for entry euphemistically called a ''blood 

chit'', it was decided to set up a watch system 
throughout the night and maintain a low profile. 

I had the ftrst watch by the time we had settled for 
the night it was about 2100 hours local time. We had 
watched the sun set around 1 800 hours and my two 
friends retired to their sleeping bags. Beyond the 
beach, several miles inland, lay the highest peaks (ea 
4 to 6000 feet) of the crescent of mountains which 

I watched the moon set behind the mou ntains u nti l even its after 
g low d isappeared . Then the n ig ht sky g leamed with a l l  the beauty of 
a tru ly Arabian n ig ht:  b lack velvet studded with g l itte ri ng diamonds!  
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of the horizon I became 
aware of the fact that there 
was no sign of any other 
cloud formation the night 
was still crystal clear. 
I looked back at the object 
that had attracted my 
attention and, as my eyes 
began to focus fully and 
encompass the background 
stars, I realised that I could 
still see them through the 
centre. I was in fact 
looking at an enormous 
circle hovering above the 
ridge. As my eyes became 
accustomed to viewing it, I 
realised that because of the 
effect of starshine I was 
looking at an object 
somewhat darker than the 
background. It was not 
showing lights (indeed it 
did not cross my mind at 
the t ime that perhaps it 
should!) . It was also 
soundless and since I 
didn't really believe what I 
was seeing, I awoke my 
two friends separately and 
asked each in turn whether 
they could see anything 
above the horizon up the 

u � o , /q A ('-,('( coast. Both made more or 
tSo c. "" :!·"" .. '''' 1/�'o't'lt less the same observation, (Vv. rytt t Pl(fn1 /f"u 6'7'v()p-, 11 n  /96 ''Yes! There's a bloody 

great circle in the sky!" 

� I Th ' bl d t · 1 • h k 1 "  I estimated that it was 
,..--.---e�s .... ---e_r_e_s_a_· _o_o_· _Y_9_�_e_a_c_•_rc_e_•_n�t_e�s_Y�·�·�� hovering fifty to a hundred 
enclosed the desert plain. At the extremities of the feet above the ridge and its apparent diameter 

beach, some ten miles long these mountains was several hundred feet! r  It was a perfect 

descended like the horns of a bull right down to the amorphous ring in the night sky rather like an 
water's edge. I watched the moon set behind the enormous smoke ring. The photo copy is much 

mountains until even its after glow disappeared. too definitive and too contrasty). 
Then the night sky gleamed W'ith all the beauty of a 
truly Arabian night black velvet studded with 
glittering diamonds! It was too spectacular a night to 
waste in sleep, so I sat and "surveyed the regions of 
space. 

Some time after midnight (ea 0 1 30 hours local), I 
became aware of a blemish lying over the ridge 
above the o ld Arab city up to the north west, at first I 
thought it to be cloud forming, but as I swept the rest 

We stood, watching it for several minutes, 
conjecturing as to what might be the cause of the 
phenomenon .. The subject of mirages came up, 
but that possibility appeared to be ruled out by 
the lateness of the hour the sun had long since 
set. In any event this was completely ruled out 
when to our astonishment the object suddenly 
started to move and climbed swiftly and silently 
from left to right to the zenith before fading 
abruptly from sight. There was no 
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-acc����··t\bise ,.d the object did not appear 
to "'re4uce<iin· size . (l now consider that the object 

Q. ��no�t0.- ·theszt:mth as at firSt I thought, but 
' · · ing " ··*moderate altitude. Otherwise I 

to �account for. the lack of reduction in 
f',:.me· 'ckele}.#We .settled down for the e\"��dent .

. 

was ' largely forgotten. Not 
sorne time ... Iater aiq l give it any thought and I 

·· 

e inoinent and :filed it away. 
·er'':l rettimed to UK and became 

ground level and the report is made from the standpoint 
of thirty years in aviation encompassing 6500 hours as 
a pilot of fighters and helicopters. 

Fit Lt RAF (Retd) MIKE BALL 

;Q· Phenomenon, I hauled it out .,.. ________________ _ 

ought. I came to the conclusion 
e 'ha<i Witnessed that night was a 

imd� :;an �object at the centre of '�ty� real�d it at the time we might e�(}b�e(li Jt;H;b�t · �'\'en th'e,,CODditiOnS and the 
fac "'' >� . w�r� concentrating on . watching the . ��er &ccurred to us to "see" it It is my ·�·t";�. · tJ:�pt ·change

. 
of
.
temperature (an 

,.;� it�lf·cr�ted py the field, caused it to 
· �;me" visible� There was no 

r an /n2ise :registered and no lights . 
�ithere ,was iication .. of.�eeleration the object 

itaned:'fo ' move .sWiftly and I now believe 
t i;t;pro!)#o�r �,faisa}]p�ared', when

.
the force field �� 

.

. , ·ipx�rsion (o� possibly magnetic ,a�&fJ?�teit �T!rls.co�l<i have been caused by 
�the . jght' :incxe.� taking -,it out of the humid ity IJ4yer ,geil�mt ·· .the's�f on the shore or simply 
iby .,eli�n.g� ·.ta 'strength . . The speed was not I;�... . . m�+Sutiit � �����ate, i.e., It did not just 
�."· -- -: : . . ' ;�<>· drift ·.��· I qm ·best,. clarify this by saying 
; 1t - was �ot·,�e �It of movement that might 

1y �n,generated by geometric shift of 
iS connected with, ,for example, a mirage 

a. ,suob a phenomenop can occur. As far as I �.,a'i:a.re, ha�g witnessei tl)ese in many places ;) ' he, w9rld� any perceived linear movement 
only; if the observer's position alters. 

that time, I · ·have .seen. three, possibly four, 
· - l�ed phenomena, one in Kent (Orange 

��ising ... �£[stopped car to . verify] .medium 
��i ,'::anothei in .. Afghanistan (Star change) and b '�;�\rT�etfo�d ... (hig� altitude stationery light not ;J'Jie�et rollqwing evening and

.
twin moving lights), 

�Norfolk.: The last>of these could have been Russian ''�,�· �,�Ut'it was being closely followed by another 
movmg .. ,.9bject, which could have been the repair 
capsule .,in the final stages of its rendezvous and 
docldqg,"'1sequence with the stricken Space- lab. 
�Umqrtultately there. were no accompanying 
:)Witnesses to.,any .of these. 11hey are documented in i q. ' �a: .. sep�te .. report . .  
;"',d�'i,,,;,� ·emphasise ·· �ll these silbtings were seen from 1 5  . . . ' i 

In COSM IC C RASH ES, Nick Redfem breaks 
down the barriers of secrecy surrounding the 
ultimate UFO conspiracy . . . . . .  In this in-depth and 
remarkable piece of detective work, Redfem 
shares his findings on key events in twentieth 
century UFO history: the crash of a UFO on 
British soil during the Second World War� al ien 
autopsies undertaken by the British military in the 
1 960s; the recovery of a wrecked UFO by the 
British army in 1 974; the dead alien creatures 
stored at a secret research facility; the deaths of 
a number of key figures in the worlds of pol itics 
and entertainment who got too close to the 
truth . . .  
COSM IC C RAS H ES exposes the shocking truth 
about U FO crash landings i n  Britain,  reveal ing 
the complex and often covert means by which 
this fascinating and frightening history has been 
suppressed. 

AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK SEPT. 2000 
See Issue 22 for full review 
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On Thursday 29th June 
T h e  G u a r d i a n  
newspaper presented a 
feature on sun storm 

satellites. The European Space Agency is about to 
launch Cluster, a set of four satell ites that are 
designed to orbit the sun in a tight formation. In 1 996, 
the test flight launcher 'Ariane V', which carried the 
first Cluster payfoad, blew up. In that same year a 
canadian newspaper reports that observers of the 
Perseid meteor shower were surprised to see a 
triangular fonnation of three l ights above them in the 
sky. For the first time people were becoming aware 
that satellites traveJiing in formation were in  existence. 

The case that follows has, over recent months, 
brought to fight a number of important points to my 
attention. Thanks to Strange Daze, I have been able 
to update this investigative artide into artificial satellite 
systems which continues to be responsible for a large 
number of UFO sightings. Two things comes to light 
from this case; firstly, that many ufologists fail to 
identify reported UFO sightings probably due to deep 
cultural belief systems, and secondly, that the security 
of the United States is continuously being threatened 
by the technological development of other countries. I 
shall expJain more about the latter point later on, but 
first of afl I vvould like to start at the beginning and 
expJain how I have come to the above conclusions. 

During October of 1 999, a UFO case had come to my 
attention from the Thingwall area of Wirral on 
Merseyside. A fifty five year old sales engineer called 
John was walking his dog in the fieJds on the Tuesday 
night of the 5th of October. John and his dog were 
located to the north of Prenton Brook, and to the east 
of far Lower Thingwall Lane. lt was ten o'clock at 
night and the sky was slightly covered with cloud, it 
was not raining and there was no wind. I n  fact, John 
could see a dear night sky. A slow moving point of 

light had caught his attention, and it appeared to pass 
through the constellation of Cassiopeia. The man believed 
that what he was looking at was a satellite. However, 
another detail had caught his eye, he noticed a second light 
and then a third appearing together to form a triangular 
formation, with one light being the lead light and the others 
forming a base l ine, an isosceles triangle formation. All three 
lights were moving together simultaneously. Satellites? 
Moving in formation? His i nitial thought was that he was 
observing three individual objects and not three lights that 
were ftxed onto a single solid body. They appeared to move 
at the correct speed for a satellite and at the correct height. 
The lights disappeared from view uas they entered the 
Earth•s shadow". Normally, most investigators, l ike myself, 
would probably connect the sighting of triangular lights with 
suspect prototype military aircraft. However, because the 
witness had submitted a number of important observational 
details on his sighting form, I was able to focus the 
i nvestigation on astronomical phenomena. 

My first point of eaU was my computer skymap and reference 
books of the Merseyside night skies, which are published by 
the Uverpool Astronomical Society. With this in hand I was 
able to locate cassiopeia. From John's description of the 
lights the witness had observed them travelfing from the 
\Nest to the east. I had never heard of satellites travelling in 
fonnation before so my next move was to contact the British 
Astronomical Association - Artificial Satellite Section, and 
also to look on the I ntemet for a satellite tracking site called 
Heavens-Above.Com, which is based in Germany. From this 
website I was able to pinpoint a satellite called Cosmos 
1 943 rocket wfljch was close to the estimated object altitude 
and location. lt is a single object which passes at 22:03:05 at 
a magnitude of 3.9 and first appears in the south west. This 
object fails to account for the lights witnessed, firstly 
because it produces a singular light in the sky, secondly 
because it appears below cassiopeia and not through it, and 
finally because it moves in the opposite direction, from the 
south west to the north east. 

Not the right solution, I know, but J was certain I was on the 

ANTH O NY ECC LES 
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right track. Soon after, on the 25t11 
October 1 999, I received an email 
from the BAA with an explanation 
that it could well be NOSS. The 
emaif carried with it the following 
information. 

11A couple of summers ago, meteor 
observers certainly became familiar 
with the 'NOSS Trio ' of satellites 
which were in an equilateral pattern. 
Onboard sensors apparently allowed 
researchers to measure precise 
distances between these, and h(JW 

they were affected by gravitational pertubations over time. The 
NOSS sateOiJes were also comparatively faint - visual mag. + 3 or 
thereabouts. " 

Searching carefully on the l ntemet I discovered a piece that 
had been written by CNI News, it was continuing a story that 
had appeared on the 1 st September 1 996 jn the Toronto Star 
newspaper regarding the annual Perseid meteor shower. 
During the nights of the ath I gth and 1 oth of August of that year 
a set of three "unblinkingn l ights in triangular formation had 
��cruised across the star fields. n These lights had never been 
seen before and were described as being fainter than the 
constellation of Ursa Major. The article goes on to say that 
T ed Molczan, a satellite orbit expert based in Toronto had 
figured out what the three lights were . . .  they V��ere NOSS, and 

THiOKOL. -� STAR-!7£, MOTOA ©C.P.. VICK 1994 
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�VICK f996 
there was not just one set but there were actually 
three sets of satellites travelling in formation. They 
were code named Parcae, after the three daughters 
of Zeus, and were a part of the US Navy's 
spacebome electronic intelligence system (ELfNT). 
NOSS was the name given to these satellites by non 
military satellite specialists and stood for Naval Ocean 
Surveillance System. Until 1 996, the US Government 
had denied all knowledge of these satellites ever 
existing. 



Each group of satellites, apparently. fly at an attitude of 1 1  OOkm and 
in formation approximately 1 OOkm across. The satellites are meant to 
track the position, speed. and direction of aU military ships at sea. 
This is done by detecting communication, navigation and weapons 
control signals that are emitted almost continuously by naval ships. 
Three satellites can track these ships more accurately than a singular 
satellite couJd by measuring the time difference of signal receipt. 
According to this CNI News article three sets of satellites were 
launched in 1 990, 1 991 and 1 996. Each satellite measures 
approximately three meters i n  length, larger than the earlier versions 
of this system . 

This sounded fascinating to me because it indicated that any ship 
belonging to any nationality could be identified and located anywhere 
in the \\#Orld. Jt has some interesting implications with the use of 
satellite technology. Furthermore I was surprised that I had not come 
across these in the UFO literature as an explanation for some UFO 
reports. I conducted a further search and found a number of question 
and answer pages from satellite enthusiasts. They enquire as to 
whether these satellites can remain in tight formation and ask how 
they can manoeuvre in orbit. These satellites move with a leading 
satellite first and the remaining two following behind. they are not 
capable of remaining in a tight formation but wil l appear in a triangular 
formation as wen as a formation of tights travelling in a straight line. 
This actually ties in with a couple of other UFO cases that I have 
which fit Just that description . One af the answers given by a satellite 
observer stated the following; 

ilThe NOSS constellatiqns consist of three visible satellites, each of which 
moves in a roughly geocentric orbit The shape qj the triangle formed 
caniU)t be maintained because the orbits must intersect one an#Jther when 
viewed from Earth's centre .. Thus from time to timl! the satel/Jtes will even 
appear to be in a straight line from that point of view. All other times they 
form some sort of triangle, but its shape must vary continuously. I tried 
viewing themfrom above in simullltion in Stitrry Night. It is possible to do 
StJ, but it is vezy tli/flcult. " 

Out of curiosity t wanted to know a bit more and fortunately found a 
few pages from FAS, Space Policy Agency: Military Space Programs. 
From here were pages which described White Cloud (NOSS). Its 
opening sentence begins; 

"The White Cloud Naval Ocean Surveillance System (NOSS} 
performed wide area ocean survel11ance, primarily for the Navy White 
Cloud which is used to determine the location of radio snd radars 
transmissions using triangulation. The identity of naval units can be 
deduced by analysis of the operating frequencies and transmission 
patterns of the emitters. 

Each NOSS launch placed a cluster of one primary satellite and three 
smaller sub-satellites (that trail along at distances of several hundred 
kilometres) into low polar orbit. This satellite array can determine the 
location of radio and radars transmitters, using triangulation, and the 
identity of naval units, by analysis .of the operating frequencies and 
transmission pattems. 

NOSS used the E/...INT (Electronic Intelligence) technique called ��time 
difference of arrival"� TDOA rather than true interferometry. 
Conceptuallyt TDOA and interferometry are very similar, though 
distinct� techniques. They may also use the frequency-domain version 
of TDOA� FDOA, which exploits Doppler shifts somewhat in the way 
the COSPASISARSATs do. p 

The initial phase of Operation VVhite Cloud was reported to be in 
operation from 1 976 right through to 1 987 when 9 satellites were sent 

1 9  into orbit. This phase used one main and three sub-.satemtes and 

used Atfas F rockets to project them into orbit. lt 
is not explained how these satellites remained in 
formation flight, it is suggested that extremely 
long wires held them together but that these 
would have had to have been several hundreds 
of kilometres long! From 1983 to 1 987 a total of 
five groups of modernised SSU..1A satellites 
with  upgraded stabilisation and data 
transmission systems were launched to replace 
failed satellites. By 1 9901 these satellites were 
launched using only three bodies. A number of 
infrared sensors were incorporated into these, 
and these had been manufactured by a 
company called Martin Marietta . By 1 996 these 
satell ites were using a stronger and more 
reliable Titan 4#1 7 rockets. (NOSS satellites 
are really known coHectively as Space-Based 
Wide Area Surveillance System - a joint US · 

Navy and Air Force program). 
There is  a paper given by a Russian military 

This rare photograph shows a cluster of 
classified American NOSS (Naval Oceanic 
Surveillance System) satellites passing over 
Britain. It was taken by Bill Rose during the 
early bours of April 26 1992 wbile he was 
testing a new came ra lens.. The orbital 
inclination of tbis formation bas since been 
established as 63.4 degrees and their 
brightness was somewhere in the region of 

ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH 



advisor called Major A. Andronov entitled "The 
U.S. Navy's 4White Cloud' Spaceborne ELINT 
Systemn. This  gives an excellent explanation as 
to why three satellites are used. The first has a 
wide observation swath, but by itself cannot 
determine the co-ordinates of radio emitters. 
The second satell ite, with the first, gets a fix on 
the shipbome emitters, the position of the ship is 
obtained, but with some ambiguity. The third 
body gets the fix of the emitters' signals, 
enables their co-ordinates to be determined 
preciseJy and then transmits the information to 
Navy ships for vveapons employment. You can 
therefore take out an enemy surface craft long 
before it appears on Radar. The targeted 
infonnation is not only relayed to US Navy ships 
but also to land stations such as Blossom Point 
in Maryland, Winter Harbor in Maine, Edsef in 
Scotland. and smaller stations in the Pacffic 
such as Guam and Adak, which were receiver 

+4 magnitude. The cluster was visible for 
approximately three minutes. 

The photograph was taken with a Nikon 3 5mm 
SLR camera fitted with a 50mm f/1 .2 Nikkor 
lens. Kodak T -Max ISO 3200 black and white 
film was used and the exposure lasted for 1 5  
seconds at £1 L2. 
Copyright Bill Rose. 

ENHANCEMENT 

stations before they were closed down. 

Major Andronov states that a satellite group is able to receive signals 
from a zone with a radius of about 3500km on the surface of the 
Earth, and under dear conditions can monitor the same object 1 08 
minutes later. A system of four satellite groups enables any region at a 
latitude of 40 to 60 degrees to be monitored more than 30 times a day. 
This spaced based ELINT system is one of the basic means for over
the-horizon targeting for warships equipped with Tomahawk cruise 
missiles. Today. these infonnation receiver systems are employed by 
nuclear submarines. 

Recently, t came across a feature on page 34 of UFO Magazine 
regarding one man's observation of such satellites. At the close of his 
writing he asks "Do sateUites orbit in symmetrical formation. perhaps?" 
This is foUO\Ned by a very small entry at the bottom of the page which 
states that "James Oberg daims that three top secret DoD satellites 
are orbiting the Earth in triangular formation". There did not appear to 
be any research done by the magazine to support or correct this 
statement. in fact nothing further had been reported si nce then. A 
colleague of mine, BiU Bimson, had contacted UFO Magazine with the 
contents of the article you are reading now. Thejr reply was that 
NOSS satellites could not account for the witness's initiaJ sighting 
back in 1 975, and according to my own notes NOSS was first 
launched in 1 976. Could this be right? I began to scour the Internet for 
more information. 

What I then discovered answered my question. 

Was it possjble that formation satellites could have been launched, 
tried and tested at an earlier date. 1\ccordi ng to a reliable source the 
first launch of EliNT Naval reconnaissance satellites code named 
Parcae took place at Vandenberg Launch Site 14 December 1 971 and 
were launched using an LT Thor Agena D rocket. \A/hat I realised was 
that there v.ere different ELINT systems that 'Here being used by the 
US Air Force and US Navy. Remember that NOSS is only a civilian 
term for the sateHites. their name, type. and operational function will 
vary so there wiU be a number of dates for their initial launches. To 
further confuse i nterested parties rocket launches designated as 
NOSS were a cc:Ner for other military satellites. 

Over the years through the 1 980s and 90s the satellites were 
launched on powerful rockets from the Atlas F, Atlas H and the Titan 
4. These were designed to carry a payload of several satellites which 
would be individually deployed i n  Low Earth Orbit (using Altitude 
Control Bectronics or ACE)t this would not only be cheaper but also a 
more effectiVe way of deploying satellites,. Hovvever, there do appear 
to be a number of discrepancies, normally the rocket being used as a 
launcher would determine the type of sateUite being sent up. If we look 
at the weight being carried by the launchers today we know that they 
can carry a payload of 8 tonnes in orbit, but the SS.Wass (NOSS) 
satenites weigh a total of 1.5 tonnes, what we do not knO\V is what 
other type of equipment is contained within the rocket payload. The 
extra mass appears to be consistent with the presence of advanced 
scanning infra-red sensor on the sub-satellites. Another example of 
existing misinformation involves the Trtan 2 and Titan 4 booster 
rockets that were used in 1 988, 1 989 and 1 992 which had a payload 
similar to NOSS but were in fact, as stated previously, singular 
spacecraft. These were deployed at a higher orbit around the Earth to 
fundion for Signal lntelfigence (SJGINT) instead of Electronic 
Intelligence (ELtNT). 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 43 
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Current space science is at an impasse. 
Althoug h  the space industry is g rowing by leaps and 
bounds, with fresh schemes for the commercial  
development, and eventua l  colonisation of space 
seeming ly appearing a lmost every day, there are sti l l  
severe scientific l imits confin ing humanity's expansion 
into the g reat cosmic ocean. Chief of these is 
Einsteints famous theory of relativity l imiting the 
maximum speed of any moving object to that of l ight, 
186,000 miles per second, and requiring normal 
objects composed of particles heavier than photons to 
put on so much mass as they approach that speed that 
the energy requirement to shift all th is extra weight 
becomes prohibitive. Indeed ,  for an ordinary material 
craft to attain l ightspeed, nearly the only velocity which 
would al low a spaceship to reach even the nearest 
stars within their crew's l ifetime, would require roughly 
the same amount of energy which presently exists in 
the entire cosmos. Even lower relativistic speeds, mere 
fractions of that of l ight, which reduce travell ing times 
to these far suns, a lthough not impossible , are also 
litera l ly astronomical ly expensive in terms of the 
energy used. lt may be that human space veh icles wil l  
be forever condemned to crawling about the universe 
at their current minuscule pace. In this case, 
humanity's attempts to colon ise and explore the 
universe wil l  be confined to the boundaries of our own 
solar system,  and what we can passively perceive by 
using our telescopes and detectors. Ships l ike the 
"Enterprise" may never be bui lt ,  and like "Kirk" and his 
crew we may never explore strange new worlds, and 
seek out new l ife and new civi l isations. Using today's 



technology, we may never boldly go anywhere, exceptt 
perhaps, on h ugely expensive missions to Pluto and the 
Oort Cloud. lt's an intensely depressing prospect 

NEW FRO NTIERS 

however, has plans to change all 
that. Two years ago the agency began 
tal ks with the physics community about the 

development of a research programme to break this 
scientific deadtock1 a programme which would explore 
strange, obscure physical phenomena which could point 
the way to a star-drive a nd a l low h u mans to break free of 
their terrestrial prison a nd voyage across the g reat dark 
sea of space. This was the NASA Breakthrough 
Propulsion Physics programme, and on the 12th of April 
of this year, the British Interplanetary Society hosted a 
lecture on it at their  premises in London. 

The speaker was Captain  Tim Lawrence of the 
European Office of Aerospace Research and 
Development, USAF, and he looked the exact caricature 
of a n  American mi l itary officer, aU clean shave a nd crew
cut, though h is austerely mi l itary appearance was offset 
by tweed jacket, colourfu l  shirt and tie, and a ready 
sense of humour, thi ngs which belied the stereotype of 
the dour m il itary officer. He gave a brief outl ine of the 
h istory of the NASA Breakthrough Propulsion Physics 
programme , its budget, how many people it employs, its 
approach to science, and the five experiments now 
being tested which may g ive a clue as to h ow we may be 
able to flip humans to the furthest stars. Or even the 
nearest. (What do you mean mankind1 you've never 
been to Alpha Centauri. For heaven 's sake, it's only four 
light years away. I don 't know� Apathetic bloody planet 
I've no sympathy at all. Energise the demolition beams!) 

NASA's view ,fs that we've reached the end of 
the potential of existing technologies for 
going further into space. All we're doing now is 
tweaking existing technology so that it becomes 
more efficient. Altering chamber pressure and 
redesigning engines like the aerospike motors 
now being tested for the next generation of 
space shuttles may Q'ive extra thrust, but they a re 
sadly inadequate for interstellar missions. Even 
nuclear motors, which have double the specific 
impulse of conventional rockets, and various 
forms of nuclear a nd electric propulsion which 
can produce a specific impulse of 1 50,  000 
seconds - a nd thafs a devil of a lot of thrust - a re 
extremely inadequate for reaching the stars. The 
problem with the ion d rive is that a lthough it can 
generate the above horrendous amount of thrust, 
the mass of fuel required scales proportionately 
so that to get up to the above 150, 000 seconds 
Sp/, you need an awful lot of fuel.  He 
demonstrated this with a graph showing that to 
send a modern chemical rocket to Alpha 
Centauri within a reasonable length of time 
would require an amount of fuel equal to the 
mass of the Sun. Even the Orion vehicle, which 
threw nuclear bombs out the back, and rode the 
shockwave generated by the explosion, would 
require a massive amount of fuel equal to the 
number of supertankers in the several powers of 
tens. "You're not going to reach the stars on Lox 
(liquid oxygen) and hydrogen,  that's for sure," he 
concluded . 

Part of the research involved exploring ways to 
laun ch craft into space without using massive 
amounts of propellant, or even any propellant at 
a l l .  He mentioned such propellant less craft as 
solar saUs, of wh ich he was sure many of � 
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• . '. ropul$ion 
��?Q10lun.ity �ndxtttey ··tn�· .· . .. . ...... . . , �re/·�.· . . . . ntific·· ·nre��hroug�c"!hich a>�ld :'llow �B rsh•p to be 
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space� "1J:l:e� .. . �ere ·e�Of1, ····· . . . .. Q���p !C>;f'Ways UJ twt}�cll m�ss, �s� • ·  ;:�fP . •  �pt.;ro���; . �uld 

· be\recJueed,.or disca r anct�apeed. · and · e�ergy increased. :NASA. has bM · ise.d for leading 
tne.�.projeot,aa!i ···sc)me 'incr ·felt ·the "initiative 
should .come f . . .·· �"ph�s , em�-Jves.:·Bgt 
Lawrence .. didn�t . . tqink tat ossibl�., as· $if · 
you :stick 0a .. : . load ;,·of .... . . . ·· . ······ ... · 

... . ··· ",;a,.'r()om, :Uley 
want to cut each ol)ers) lhr· • .  : C()�Sidedng the 
inten�se 'rivalry . betWeen · ·��n:;,.Y:,·';GeU-Mann and 
·Richa{d F�y���h'� wnich be�,f1l� so 

.
�rte�se that 

when Fey11nian ·��n tb� No�t ·pnze tiefore Geii
Mann the atmo.spfiere in t� Qf6ce, according to ' 
other 'me.mbers of.,. the· faCttlty >Staff, became SO 
sombre you could have thought someone had 
died, 1 cou ld wen believe this. So, in 1 998 NASA 
set up the programme to bring physi,cists and 
members of the propulsion community together 
with the object t?f producing �evera t e�.perimental 
projects which could provide CJue� · .on ho� 
interstellar travel may finauy· be actueved. ThJs 
statement was . accompanied by a lot of 
management c.qnsultancy . type �raphs . and 
di�grams �owing ·the po�.ition. . t?f the project 
above visionary. design� ' b�t Wtth tn the box for 
experimentally verifiable + 

.
�ut below 

. 
those for 

'ready for flight · testin�t �rtd 'Technology 
avallable now' . . There were also boxes stating 
that they had to be supportive of daring new 
concepts, and p"pared to try them out on the 
one handt while making sure that. they were 
grounded in practical sctenoe QJl the other, �� ich 
also meant an attitude · of . .  moderate scepbc1sm. 
As an example of some of the :projects ·they h ad 
suggested whi·ch were complete rubbi.sh, and 
one which he mentioned ·again in the .question 
and answer session at the .end , of the lecture as 
one of the more cra�pot suggestions he 
received, he .... told the· story of how someone had 
phoned h im to suggest testing a new form of 
quantum. gravitational 

. 
�ect he'd .�iscovered. 

This feUow wanted governmental fundtng to put a 
plate on the roof of his car. ;.He was then going to 
drive down the A4. �n he stopped. he 

Predicted the ptate ·WO�Id have vanished . t 23 . ; 
\ ! 

do;t doubt
,
thi; would happen for � m�ment�6�£ ) really 

don•t ·Jhjnk Y,,Ou need . to invoke q uantum �ravity . to 
explaJn ''it .Nor the at.mighty mess, and psychtc ene�gy 

� expressed ' in h�t �nd rage, wh�n that 'plate fltes 
through someone's windsofe!n! . 

SHOE..STRING 'fUNDI�G 

As NASA'·$�!�udget Js· urider intense scrutini, they haa to 
be · WerJ careful �n appmaoh.iog the goyem

,
meot .,for 

funding . .  Most space proje91S, "· Lawrence. � sa1dt �re 
over:sold: If you took at the Space:Sh.uttle, Jt s capabJbty 
on pap�t Bears .J10 relatipns,�ip to .the 

.
actu�� Y��icJe . . 

·
To 

get· any mo:ney at aiJ;: ·they needed .to produce cheap) 
verifiable experimental projects W�ich wou ld pJoduce a 
definite r:esult.:'The'project ·was designed to last·for three . years. Jt terminates next year in 2001 1 though ·they a re · 

hopinSJ to have the project renewed for a nother th� 
years.: This _may prove extremely diff!cultt however� if 
none of the ... experiments so far betng, ,funded . g1ve 
positive results. Their budget is more .or .tass·a Shoe-

,,string�: $658, 000. Jt 'Was four hundred odd thousand 
dollars, but they had ,a sudden increase in fund ing.  God 
knows how. At the moment, the programme includes 
just ·1 . 14  fuU time employees1 this person being Mark 
MUUs, who is Lawrence .. s boss. The budget figure above 
does not include Millis' salary . .  All other work in the 
programme is performed voluntarily by the scientists, 
technolog ists and managers themselves. They set up a 
seri·es ·of conferences and meetings, the most important 
of which was the STAIF (Space Technology and 
Applications International Forum) 

.
conference in 

Colorado. Some of the help they reee1ved came from 
the expertise of the physicists NASA approached in the 
1 980s when they were preparing a manned mission to 
Mars. That has since gone by the wayside, atong with 
Reagan, Bush and Thatcher* but the Mars mission is 
still on the cards, although at a vastly reduced ·level of 
fund ing . 60 papers were submitted to them, of which 1/3 
were found acceptable and practical, based on 
recognised science and peer reviewed · l ite rature, and 
another 1/3 too adventurous and visionary. From these 
60 papers came a totaf of 1 5  or so experiments which 
were practica lr and from which the board of government 
reviewers had to select five experiments. These 
experiments, naturally f had to be cheap, and so a lot of 
potentially good experiments had to be discarded 
because they were too expensive. These seemed to 
involve the use of particte accelerators which w.ould 
have taken hundreds of m il l ions of dollars, rather than a 
few hundred thousand.  Atthough these experiments are 
designed to be workable with an extremely limited 
budget, Lawrence was highly satisfied that not only 
were they of practrcal. demonstrable value� but they also 
frtted in with NASA's current philosophy of 'better. fasterf 
cheaper. Lawrence then gave a brief de.script!·On of the . 
five experiments that promised to get humanity -off the 
Earth and across the galaxy, thus forging galactic 



empires 'where men 
were real men, women 
were real women, and 
smal l  �rry creatures 
from Alpha Centauri 
were real smal l  furry 
creatures from Alpha 
Centaurt' This was the 
most fascinating part of 

� the lecture, and the 
one which had me 
really sitting up and , 
t a k i n g  n o t i c e .  
Management-speak is 
not usualfy one of the 
most exciting forms of 
human communication, 
though as this was 
space it aroused more 
than a flicker of 
i n t e r e s t .  T h e  
experiments1 however, 
were the real thing . 
This was weirdf cutting 

edge science done on a shoe-string, w-ith results which 
could overturn conventional  technology and our 
conception of the universe. NASA was intensely interested 
,in propulsion concepts which would either generate vast 
amounts of thrust for a very smal l  amount of energy, 
interact with space-time to produce things l ike wormholes 
and warp drives1 and bizarre new physical laws which may 
permit superlumina1 traveL These experiments all took one 
or more of these approaches. Several used strange 
physical effects to generate apparentJy mass less thrust. 

WEIRD SCIENCE 

The first experiment was based on the transient inertia 
effect, first seen by Clyde Woodward, who noticed that if 
you gave an object motion, then changed the energy 
density within it, a force resulted. The experiment 
designed to test this idea ,consists of a capacitor placed in 
a box and spun. They then intend to send a charge 
through it to change its energy density, and then look at it 
to see if they can get some kind of d rive out of it. If 
successfuJ, a lthough the effect is actually very small , it 
could pave the way to propulsion less drives. Since the 
proposa l  was _put in , however, the team for this experiment 
have redesigned their apparatus so that it looks somewhat 
different from the original experiment a lthough the idea 

remains the same. 

The second experiment utifises a similar tors.ion 
effect, and involves imparting motion to another 
object a-nd sending yet another oharge through it 
in order to generate thrust Wrth the ·transient 
inertia effect" this represents a scientific 
phenomenon of Which I wasn't previously aware. 
Whatever the .results, l was heartened by one 
thing: Woodward himself, apart from being a 
physicist is aJso a hjstorian, and bases his 
science on the directions -previous scientists in 
the past took when exploring new possibilities. i 
was very glad to see another person Uke myself 
who straddles the two cultures, interested in both 
science. and history. 

The third experiment involved using the Casimir 
effect to get energy out of space-time itself. This 
i.s where science gets weird, and we reaUy do 
enter the realms of the free energy devices 
drooled over by a thousand visionary backyards 
physicists al l  over the Western hemisphere and 
beyond. Quantum physics pred icts that at the 
subatomic scale, the universe is a raw seething 
mass of energy as particles and antiparticles 
appear and d isappear in fractions of a second. 
borrowing energy from gravitation and the raw 
fabric of the cosmos to bring themseJves into 
existence. The Casimir effect takes its name 
from the Dutch physicist, Hendrick Casimir, who 
first proposed an experiment to test for the effect. 
This consists of two thin metal p lates p laced 
extremely close together, close enough to 
squeeze out partictes with wavelen_gths longer 
than the space between them. As these particles 
are excluded, the energy density outside the two 
plates g rows, fo�oing them together, creating a 
zone of -positive ,energy outside the plates, and a 
similar area of negative energy within. 

Despite the effect being known in theory for over 
fifty, it was only in 1996 that scientists were 
final ly able to measure it. There have been plans 
to exploit the Casimir effect to produce a stable 
wormhole which could act as a supertuminaJ 
subway route through the cosmos to the stars, 
though at the moment the engineering 
techniques to produa9 suoh a wormhole are far 
beyond our capabil ities. In order · to form a 
wormhole a metre square, the two plates would 
have to be the s_ize of the Jupiter. Clearly this is 
impossible .. at least for us at the present time. As 
for the more modest experiments testing the 24 



effect, at the moment the energy gained by them 
is smal l ,  an infinitesimal fraction of a watt, but 
there a re infin ities above and below the small 
devices used to gather q uantum vacuu m  energy 
in the experiment Interestingly, the geometry of 
the plate influences the resulting energy. A cube 
produces positive energy, and for some reason a 
sphere produces negative energy. I thought of 
the five Ptatonic forms from which the universe 
was supposed to be formed, and wondered if this 
was where science really was reaching towards 
mysticism and the paranormaL The same 
geometrical effeds also operate in the second 
experiment. 

The fourth experiment involved testing for a force 
generated when a pendulum or other object 
swung between a superconductor and an 
electromagnet. This again was looking. for a 
physical effect of which I hadn't been previously 
aware. lt was the fifth experiment which really 
had me sitting up in my seat. 

This seemed to involve using a laser to look for 
superluminary particles, the tachyons of SF 
fame. Lawrence stated that during matter
antimatter annihilation, 1 1  % of the energy 
released can't be accounted for. These are 
believed to be released in the form of tachyons, 
travell ing faster than light, though there is an 
objection to the theory. lt may be that this 11 % 
consists of conventional particles which are at 
the borders of the detectors' ability to pick them 
up. Lawrence stated it was a good objection, and 
may be the caset but if tachyons are around, 
detecting them could be interesting. To conserve 
their energy, they would a dually speed up when 
they h it an object, like a detector's plate, rather 
than slow down. 

In addition to these projects. there was a paral lel 
project elsewhere in the scientific community. 
Essentially the same as third experiment, it 
differed only in that it placed the superconductor 
or magnet - I can,t realty remember which,  but I 
believe it was the superconductor, circling 
underneath and to one side of the pendulum. 
There may well be other projects out there, 
Lawrence said, but deliberately kept secret so 
that they could get funding. The visionary nature 
of the research made it subject to intense 
scrutiny and criticism, and one way of avoiding 
th is was simply to rename the projects. For 
example, when the Air Force couldn't get funding 
for research into nuclear propulsion, they 
changed the projecfs title to 'high-energy 
propulsion' and sat back and watched the tax 
dollars come in. 

DEBATING THE FUTURE 

There is also an international d imension to 
25 this research . A chap at L iverpool University 
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has written a database programme for the project. while 
NASA has a Jso been fortunate to acquire the services of 
Sergei Krasnikov of St. Petersburg University. Krasnikov 
has been working on wormholes, and was afraid to 
publish h is research under the old regime in case, he lost 
h is job. Krasnikov was given the task of d isproving their 
existence� and has instead produced evidence to 
suggest that they do exist. These wormholes aren't that 
much help, however. ft takes 1036 watts to make one,  
which is  more energy than there currently is in  the 
universe, and they don't cross eight light years. In fact 
you'lf be lucky if they cross four. At the moment their 
maximum length seems to be about just under one light 
year. If these things exist, thetre probably produced just 
after supemova explosions, which makes detecting and 
using them extremely difficult. as if a supemova went off 
here, as Lawrence pointed out we wou ldn't exist 

Someone asked Lawrence what h is favourite out of the 
various experiments was. and he sa,id he liked a ll of 
them, including the wormhole. Other questions included 
the one about the most crackpot project he'd received. 
Apart from the plate on the car, the daftest suggestion 
put forward, involved sending: nuclear superheated 
hydrogen plasma out the nozzle of a spaceship's 
exhaust, letting it h it a cool ing plate. and be recycled 
back into the spacecraft for further use as fuel·. The chap 
who invented that one reckoned you could then fly to the 
stars using onty one atom of hydrogen.  Sadly, Lawrence 
said, you couldn't use that one because it violated so 
many physical Jaws. 

I cou ld think of the conservation of energy and the third 
taw of thermodynamics for a start. His boss had also 
been sent a perpetual motion machine which he now 
kept as a paperweight under his desk. 

There are two princi ple websites devoted to the NASA 
breakthrough programme, one of which is devoted to the 
US mi l itary,s involvement, which can be found at: 

http://www.ehis.navy .mil:80/eoard·website2/Default.asp 

NASA,s main BPP site is at: 

http://www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/bpp/index.htm 

In addition to this, Mil lis a nd Lawrence both have their 
own websites and E mail  address. They wiU respond to a
mail in their own time, but do not welcome phone cans. 
Apparently) Lawrence no longer takes phone calls 
personally because when someone has phoned him up 
with a daft suggestion, it has been d ifficult for him to 
rebut it over the phone. However, Email allows him to 
answer in h is own good time and citEt/tffe relevant 
literature d isproving their theory. But he d idn't l ike to be 
too dismissive, even if the plans were wildly inaccurate, 
especiaUy if the fellow at the other end of the tine was 
enthusiastic. 

Enthusiasm, unfortunately, was in very short supply 
elsewhere. Lawrence said that that day there had been 
an extremely sceptical letter in the New York Times 
attacking the project as a waste of American's hard-

eamed taxes. Lawrence said that the repty to 
that objection was "wen, perhaps it's true, but the 
only way we're ever going to know is to go and 
look." Another member of the audience asked if 
there had been any experiments centred around 
the microscopic wormholes which were now 
believed to occupy much of the cosmic foam . 
.. No,» replied Lawrence, "I'm not aware of any 
research in that direction. We have not heard 
from that part of the scientific community." 
Someone then asked if they had gone through 
any of the patented l iterature. Lawrence replied 
that they hadn't, for the simple reason that if it 
was under patent they couldn't use it. "If 
someone rings me up, and says 'l•ve got an 
idea, '  J say, 'go a head . .  j But if they say, 'ltts 
under patent/ I sayi ' I 'm sorry, I can,t talk to you.'  
For us to be a bte to use an idea it has to be out 
in the open 1 published in the proper scientific 
l iterature. ff it's any good, it'll survive that 
scrutiny."' 

To this the questioner replied that .. Not an the 
good stuff does get out in the open. I worked on 
HOTOL/' at which t wanted to salute him. 
HOTOL was the proposed British hybrid 
spaceplane,  using both rockets and conventional 
jets. Fully re-usable, it would take off and land 
from ord inary airport runways. lt was a good, 
feasible design and competed wen with similar 
spacepJanes being developed by the Germans 
and French. Needless to say, it received only 
derisory levels of govemment support. But at last 
there was someone else who believed in the 
British space dream! I could have clapped. 
Another member of the aud ience asked what the 
Japanese were doing . At the moment they don�t 
seem to be a part of the Breakthrough 
Programme, but there is considerable interest 
over there in laser propulsion , where they fire a 
laser u nder a mirrored object so that it explodes 
the air  just under the vehicle generating thrust. 
They've had several successfuJ test firings on 
one of the isolated peninsulas in Japan. but have 
also suffered serious objections from the 
authorities. The objection here is obviously what 
would happen if a bird flew between the laser 
and the vehicle. There were chuckles and 
murmurs of 'explosions and bumt feathers'. I 
thought of a new menu for Colonel Saunders 
laser barbecued chicken, but kept my silence. 
Someone asked if anyone was planning to 
develop the maglev/ raitgun propulsion system 
using a linear transduction motor to accelerate 
an obj.ect into space. Someone had worked out 
that such system.s were capable of producing a 
specific impulse of 600 seconds. When the 
Americans had final ly worked out that l inear 
motors were MagLev, another classic example of 
two nations d ivided by a common language, ·� 
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Lawrence , and his colleagues mentioned a pian 
to put just such a mass driver all the way up a 
mountain in Colorado. That was stoppedf 
however, because a conservationist objected" 
This produced a number of derogatory 
comments about conservationists" As someone 

-with still a few, Ungerjng traces of 
eovironrnentalist conscience_, I disagreed. The 
p laners ecology has to _ be protected, even if it 
does stop us launching stuff into space from the 
mountain tops. 

' J · asked if anyone had produced an experiment 
·tying in with the warp drive equations formulated 
by Aloubierre at Cardiff University. These were 
supposed .to violate tbe nL.J�ear laws. but a paper 
in a previous issue ·of the JBJS by two Japanese 
physicists .modifted ·the theory so leaving those 
laws intact Lawrence stated that . he didntt know 
of any experiments testing ·these theories, and 
repeated what he said about the majority of 
those sixty experiments being rejected, not 
becau� they were bad experiments, but 
because they were too expensive. 

Someone asked what the Russians were doing , 
if anything. Did they even have ,a space 
programme now? Lawrence repUed that the 
Russians were now taking an interest in micra.. 
satellites, like those produced by the university of 
Surrey and one of the other new British 
universities. These were building smal l ,  
l ightweight satemtes which are to be launched in 
clusters. rather than single, big, heavy satel l ites. 
These sma!l miero·satellites -weigh as little as ·50 
kg and run on 40 Watts, which is less, Lawrence 
remarked, than the l ight bulb jn the room. This 
simpty told me how profligate, in terms of power, 
ordinary 'l ighting is. l did wonder if there ought to 
be a research programme devoted to producing 
low-wattage bright light bulbs, but I digress. 

Someone eise a lso asked Lawrence if anyone 
had approached NASA with an experiment 
based on Laithwaite's research into gyroscopes. 
Shortly before he died. Laithwaite nearly 
sacrificed his entire professional career by 
claiming that there is an ant�ravitational force 
released when gyro.scopes are set in motion. 
The!e are rumours of just sud1 an antigravity 
�evtce1 made out of gyroscopes, squatting evilly 
tn the basement of Edinburgh University. Every 
now and then they set it off, watoh it rise into the 
air, then shake their heads in wonder and put it 
back in its wrapping. They canJt explain it and so 
it,s joined the ranks of Fort's Damned. Someone 
else was atso investigating this peculiar feature 
of gyroscopes. There was an arrticle on a 
prototype model aircraft built by an Australian in 
one edition of the Daily MaiL There has also 
27 simUarly been a book published by a Scottish 

researcher about his experiments with gyroscopes. r 
thought it was coming a bit too close to pseudoscience 
myself, as this antigravity effect is h ighly debatable. lt 
nearly ruined laithwaite's professiona l  reputation. When 
he delivered a lecture on this perceived effect to the 
Royal Society, there was outrage. He featured briefly on 
the BBC series Heretics, which profiled the 
controversies aroused by the great scientific heretics of 
today.. Laithwaite himself was seriously intelligent, A 
grade. certified gen ius. He it was who invented the 
l inear transduction motor, now named MagLev by the 
Americans, only to see. his funding cut during the 1970s 
recession and his research taken over by Britain's 
competitors, Germany and Japan. Lawrence remarked 
tha� he wasn,t aware of any proposal for �n investigation 
of ·the gyroscopic effects, but that question did lead to 
the discussion about Maglev. 

• 

Actually, it did strike me very hard that the experiments • 

invo1ving sending a charge through a moving object to 
generate thrust explained a good number of pecuHar 
episodes in recent scientific events. The father of a 
frien� of mine has a very strong interest ..... in anti-gravity 
and gyroscopes with a view to developing an anti
gravity device. His son considers this fascination 
eccentric, to say the least, and considers it to have the 
same chance ·Of success as the etemal quest .. of a 
thousand other independent scientific thinkers to 
produce a perpetual motion machine. Doubt into the 
perceived impossibility of his fathers personal scientific 
quest did creep in , however, when his father received a 
letter from a physicist at the Rutherford-Appleton 
laboratory at Oxbridge inviting his father to come and 
talk to them about his experiments. There,s aJso the 
strange case of Or. Evgeni Podldetnov; who worked at 
the University of Tampere in Finland. He noticed a 
bizarre gravity shieJding effect produced when a high
temperature superconductor was rotated in a strong 
magnetic 

. 
fieldl similar to the fourth experiment 

described above. After his departure from Tampere due 
to the scientific furore generated by h is claims, he acted 
as a consultant to several groups interested in 
repJicating his experiment, incJuding Project DeH:a G ted 
by Dr. Ning Li of the University of Alabama which has 
only added to the controversy surroun�ing this research. 

I donft know whether anything will come of the ideas rve 
described and because of serious funding problems. 
these usual NASA experiments which only began last 
February will conclude next year. Stin1 the above 
effects, although bizarre� are noted and have been 
written up in peer-reviewed joumals, l ike the 
Foundations of Physics Letters which is an extremely 
respected professional joumaL Lawrence cited the 
literature for the above strange physica l  effects with the 
slides i llustrating each experiment, a lthough they were 
simple diagrams of the experiments rather than detailed 
photos or pictures. This marked the end of the evening's 
lecture, though not, one hopes, of the experiments and 
their promise to send humanity to the stars. 





How do we define this 
amorphous area of beguil ing 
study? As this i s  a fai rly recent term; 
you wil l  get no help from the average 
dictionary nor encyclopaedia. Probably, 
the term dates from the ecological ly 
aware hippy era of the sixti.es. In 1 962 
The Ley H unters Club was founded by 
J immy Goddard and Phi l ip  Heselton and 
the first Ley Hunter newsletter appeared 
in 1 965. The term Earth Mysteries was 
used i n  a national newspaper i n  1 974. 
Many Earth Mystery q uesters trace their 
roots to Alfred Watkins, who was born in 
Hereford in  1 855. Local ly he was 
something of a n  i ntel lectual giant and 
29 free thinker, a nd that is  not i ntended to 

sound derogatory! Following in  the family 
business he became a merchant, a nd was 
wel l  respected. This led to hi.s becoming a 
magistrate and a county counci l lor. But it was 
h is  outside i nterests that are i mportant to us. 
These i ncluded archaeology, natural h istory, 
a nd photography, making his own equipment 
a nd i nventing an exposure meter. 

I • 

Watkins revelatory moment came on 30 June 
1 92 1 . looking at a map he noticed that a 
n umber of a ncient sites i n  Hereford lay on a 
straight l i ne. To keep the story short, hi.s ideas 
appeared in a book in 1 925 - The OLD 
STRAIGHT TRACK which p roposed a system 
of LEYS based on ancient trackways, or early 
tradi ng routes. I n  some q uarters his proposats 
met with savage criticism. With h indsight, this 
was somethi ng of an i nverted compl iment, 



since is it not dispiriting to be largely 
w . ignored? 

The Straight Track Club was formed in 
1 926 and lasted until 1 948 .. 

;,-··��-u ...... ,,_..,.._. ...,... 
<Tony Wedd, i nspired by Watkins, 
formed the Star Fellowship in 1 960� and 
rashly or boldly, dependi ng on y�ur 
viewpoint. suggested that flying saucers 
flew along _straight l ines, denotea by 
clumps of Scotch pine-trees on hil l-
tops! Fanciful perhaps, but he directly 
i nspired the founders of the Ley Hunters 
C l ub a l rea d y  m e n t i o n e d . J i m my 
Goddard stil l  publishes AMSKA YA, a 
newsletter celebrating the work of Tony 
Wedd of Chiddingstone, Kent. More 
recently he produced a CD-ROM on 
Wedd. Gerald Hawki ns' bestsel ler, 
STONEHENGE D ECODED, published 
i n  1 966 also i nspired a lot of people. 
Other modern pioneers i ncJude John 
,MicheU, Tom Graves, Paul Devereux, 
Tom Lethbridge, Nigel Pennick, Pau1 
Screeton and Janet and Colin  Bord, 
who have an authored infl uential books� 
l:a!IIIGiiiliB.�-..ISira...-·JI!!I'.._ll- ...._ 
In  the seventies the subject matured 
a nd broadened. Alignments and Earth 

Energies were often detected by the use of 
Dowsing.  To a large extent the topics centre 
on the landscape: ancient sites, heal ing wel ls, 
hi l l  figures, sacred geometry, early religious or 
pagan ritual sites, and the 'folklore associated 
with these p1aces. This leads on to 
phenomena such as earth Ughts, g hosts, 
possib1y even UFOs. Colleagues have studied 
the energy and/or the symbology of dragon 
myths� earth spirits or fairies, turf mazes, and 
terrestrial zodiacs. The latter were pioneered 
by Katherine MaJtwood back i n  1 924, and her 
work is continued by Mary Caine of Kingston, 
Surrey. Our *TEMS group has been tracking 
two remarkable al ignments which go through 
the Kingston Coronation Stone. 

A l ittle scepticism can sometimes be a healthy 

- � 

thing� �ou may- feel ,�t what t ., have , 
Usted $0 far . is a ,�er; rpix�d bag! I n  fact J . 

fl'lYS�If have been described. as a bit of 
an old cynic (or worse) despjte the fact; 
that, I co-o�dinate · an earth mysteries t 

'group! ,But many.tpeopfe interested i n  this 
loose association of subject�. i ntuitively 
feel 

. 
th�t the-re are Ji nk�f An example of 

this is the intr9duction of Feng Sbui 'to the · 
West as a practical fool for improving 
on�s life and environment 1 998.,saw the 
introduction of, a widely available Feog 
Shui magazipe i n  the UK� My feeling 
about Earth Mysteries is that their study 
l inks us with the·· wisdom and knowledge 
of the past so that we can reflect and -
improve the quality of our lives in tbe · 

'Mure. And let's .... be honest, it can be a lot 
of fun unravelling mysteries from the 
past! 

· 

Lionel Beer 

COPYRIGHT: L�enel Beer May 2000 
*lionel is co-ordinator of TEMS, 

The Travel & Earth Mysteries Society, 
founded in 1 992 .. Besides holding regular 
monthly meetings, it also arranges field 
trips to sites ·Of earth mystery, fol klore 
and h istorical i'mportance. 

For details: 020-8979 3148 or 
02�542 311 0  
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Jenny Randles acted as a Consultant to all four 
Strange But True series u ntil 1998, when the 
show was cancelled. However, the production 
crew at L WT submitted an idea to the ITV 
Network for a one-off documentary about the 
camcorder footage, whieh was flooding in from 
Mexico at the time and Jenny was asked to 
work on the show u nder contract to L WT. . 

She c-reated -the following article The Mexican 
Wave', origin•ll��as ia:�Jri�fing document for 
Strange But Tru&,B�JVe ., .en asked to get 
involved in early 1999 SJ!�F .... . . nh��PY with 
the direction being tak�· a after',some 
thought tum.ed down the request as she ilid not 
feel the progra.mme would aid the eredibi:lity of 
the UFO movement so opted out. 
The documentary was filmed in 1999 and 
initially set for ITV networking in autnm n of 
that year. However interviewees have ·told 
Jenny that tbey bave been advised on two 
occasions that it bas been de.layed or shelved 
com pletely. If this documentary ever makes it 
to the sereen, Jenny feels it will be rather 
interesting to see whether any of these ideas got 
onto eamera .. .. .. .. . --·· . . . .. 

U�Q ACTIVITY is h a p pe n i ng 
somewhere o n  earth  at a ny 
poi nt i n  tim e. 
However, it  i s  n ot consistent. Instead 
it foc uses throug h what we cal l  
'waves' - a period of severa l weeks 
t h a t  a re f i l l e d  w i t h  l oca l i s e d  
encounters a t  a level far beyond the 
norm a l  amount to be re ported in a ny 
one a rea d u ri ng s u c h  a time. 

There are al,so what are termed 'window areas' 
where UFO sightings remain at a higher tevef 
than elsewhere but remain so al l  of the time. 
When a window experiences a wave then it 
usual ly becomes g lobal news, because the level 
of activity is incredible. 

UFOiogists have long tried to understand the 
mechanics of both windows and waves. ft is now 
clear that much of the evidence suggests that 
windows often centre on locations where there 
have been sightings reported for thousands of 
years. These are often thought to result from ll natural  forces within the earth creating as yet 

poorly understood scientific phenomena such as 
atmospheric electrical effects, p lasmas, earthlights a nd 
rotating electrified vortices. Geological, atmospheric a nd 
other factors cause them to occur and if we can unravel 
the whys and wherefores we may be potentially able to • 

harness a powerful new energy force. Or indeed to control 
potentially destructive earthquakes. This is almost 
certainly a key reason for government interest in UFOs. • 

Not because of any feared a l ien invasion, but becau se 
novel energy sources could be of huge commercia l  a nd 
military advantage to any nation that understands them 
before the rest of the world can do.  

Waves, on the other hand, a re very complex things. There 
do seem to be real cycles of U FO activity. In Britain the 
biggest occurred in the autumn of 1967 a nd changed 
g ovemment policy on the subject. Smaller waves 
occurred in winter 1980, Apri l  J984 a nd March 1993 
amongst others. However, there are important 
sociological forces at work in these times. We know from 
opinion poll surveys that between only 1 in 50 and.;l in 100 
people who have a UFO sighting make this., .. public. The 
main reason they chose not to do so is fear of ridicuJe. 

Another important reason is lack of awareness aboUt how 
to report any sighting. 

·· 

.. 

In situations such as Bonnyh�ge ·in" 
artificial waves and windows I'RilY even oc�t 



JENNY 
. as a result. We know there is little 
historical track record for high levels 
of UFO activity here - a prerequisite 
in my view for a natural  window. We 

aJso know that there are clearly identified factors that 
triggered the first splurge of sightings in the autumn of 
1992 . These involved massive local publicity, a book 
identifying Scotland as a hot spot for UFO activity (I 
know because l wrote it! )  and a consequent flood of 
public interest in this topic. When reports of sightings 
were made in the Bonnybridge area they were 
followed up by a local  counci llor. He was wen aware of 
how the nearby town of Livingston had gained 

advantage after putting up a plaque to 
commemorate a local sighting that had gained 
world attenti.on . The councillor d id not create the 
sightings in Bonnybridge, but he a llowed them to 
foster simply by setting himself up as a 
sympathetic ear to which local folk could ten their 
story. When the media promoted this and local 
UFOiogists joined in by setting up phone 
hotJines the snowbal l  was rolling downhil l .  
lt sureJy was no coincidence that the two major 
UFO groups in Scotland were both based in this 
same part of the country. The result was that so 
much attention was placed on the UFC? 



activity here and · both of the major drawbacks 
that nonnally restrain levels of UFO reporting 
elsewhere simply d isappeared. Not only was, it 
now acceptabte to report a UFO because the 
council had legitimised the topic, but it was easy 
to find places to which to report. The focal 
media, the crusading counciUor a nd two 
prominent local groups with easy access 
ensured that a much larger percentage than 
normal reported U FOs. 

Basic maths shows that if there are 1 00 
sightings a year in Muchals (a real window area 
in Scotland) and also 1 00 :in Bonnybridge, only 1 
or 2 will report the Muchals encounters because 
of the reasons explained earlier limiting such 
descriptions. But now perhaps as many as 2.0 or 
30 will do so from, the same 1 00 people in 
Bonnybridge because the climate here is now far 
more favourable. The result is that Bonnybridge 
a ppears to be undergoing a wave or looks like a 
window area, when neither may be true. 

We saw exactly the same effect in Britain. Until 
we understood what was happening and 
compensated statistically it looked as if Milton 
Keynes had suddenly become a window area in 
the late 1970's and early 19so·s. The truth was 
this rural area went through massive population 
growth thanks to overspill moving out from 
London when it was planned as a new town. 
This included one of the most active UFO 
investigators in  the UK who had become a focal 
celebrity. His position as someone to talk to 
coupled with the real increase in local population 
appeared to create a new window and wave. 

None of which is to belittle what is happening in 
Bonnybridge. lt is not in any way special in my 
opinion - except that jt shows the true level of 
UFO activity probably existing everywhere.  If the 
ITV network had let us run that nationwide 
survey f designed for the Uve, 1Strange But True?· 
show in June 1997 - with maps plotting incoming 
UFO activity as I suggested ... then I believe we 
would have been able to show this effect clearly. 
Of course, because of the UFO awareness in 
Bonnybridge it  would have still seemed highly 
active but probably less different from many 
other p,laces. 

Like everywhere else most stghtings in any 
window such as Bonnybridge (95% of them) are 
rnisidentifications. This is just as true of the 
video film. Most UFOs a re really IFOs. There 
are, of course, some good cases that shine 
through. The real advantage of an artificial  
window like Bonnybridge is that we d iscover a 
few good cases that would almost certainly have 
33 been otherwise never reported. So I do not 

say what is happening is unimportant ... just that _it is 
not what it seems to be. 

We can see the difference between natural window 
areas and waves and Bonnybridge by studying the 
Hessdalen vaUey in Norway. Here there is a h istoric 
record of high levels of activity. Being 'SO remote and 
inhospitable (Winter temperatures far below zero d ue 
to its location near the Arctic Circle) it does not have 
the mass communications that facilitate any hype of 
the activity. lt took huge effort to study this location by 
gathering together scientists and UFOtogists, bringing 
in eq uipment from spectrometers to lasers and radar 
to automatic cameras. Great persistence a nd 
endurance was needed to 'stake out' the location for 
several winters and secure hard data of impressive 
calibre. We have fifm, spectrographs of UFOs, radar 
trackings - etc - all  tied together. We know a great 
deal a bout what kind of phenomenon occasional ly 
erupts into waves in this location. 

Sadly the hype behind Bonnybridge has brought no 
similar research ... largely because no UFO group in 
the UK can afford it and with the tabloid TV publicity 
no university or defence institute will get involved. 
This is needed to loan expensive equipment, h i re o ut 
students to operate watches or  make military jets 
available on standby as they do in pursuit of the 
Hessdalen affair. What has Bonnybridge provoked 
instead? Endless (and in my view pointtess) waffle 
about aliens. Much hyping of video film of what in 
some cases is just out of focus stars and aircraft. The 
council lor now even seems to be making a pop record 
to promote the town and a massive local campaig n  -

riding the back of •strange but True?' - is trying to 
create a UFO theme park in  the town. By accident or 
design - it does not matter which - the council have 
skilfully used the media to outdo local rivals  
Livingston. Its little plaque tooks pathetic against the 
mmions this Scottish town may one day make from 
what in my view is an unjustified claim to be a UFO 
capita l .  But, of course, to the media what counts is 
that the claim is a damed g;ood story. And it  is not a 
deception or a cheat by the council. They are truly 
reflecting an increase in sightings here and one 



cannot blame an economica lly deprived area for 
using this to good effect. I ndeed o ne might argue 
the council are doing a first rate job for their people. 

Such is the struggle we U FOiog ists face in light of 
media interest. Unfortunately, the truth about UFOs 
is more sober than the version that so often gets 
paraded. That is why the tive show we d id in 1997 
was in no sense a programme about U FOs. Much 
of the reality about this subject was never even 
mentioned. But that is so often the way of it - as f 
wen understand - because there are two 
U FOiogies. The truth, which may seem, too boring 
to hype, and the version the public seem to want, 
which is anything but boring, but also anything but 
true. Any TV show has to decide whether to give 
the public what it wants to hear or to try to educate 
them about the real ities. Nearly a lways the former 
wins out. But it simply adds to the misconceptions 
that continue to buitd up.  Tell people a non truth 
often enoug h and it becomes a truth. 

This has been - you may think - one heck of a 
d iversion from your request for information about 
Mexico! But it was necessary to explain some of the 
problems with waves and windows, because the 
Mexican Wave is far from immune. In many ways it 
is a bigger version of the Bonnybridge factor. You 
need to bear a li of what I have just said in mind and 
'------------ appreciate that .. 

0 n. e yes - there are 
m a s s e s o f  S o m e  

p o i n ted o ut 
that i n  Ancient 
A z t e c a n d 
M a y a n 
p r o p h e c i e s 
'Messengers of 
Desti ny' wou l d  
retu rn d u ri ng 
an ecl i pse and 
provoke major 
earth changes. 

e v i d e n ce .  B ut 
often that has 
resulted from the 
hype� both as a 
consequ ence of 
g reater  p u b f i c  
c o nf id e nce t o  
report data in 
Mexico and in 
direct response to 
t h e  m e d i a  
a t t e n t i o n  b y  
hoaxing . Yes ... 
t h e r e a r e 
t h o u s a n d s  o f  
sighting s - but the 
vast majority of 
t h e m  a r e 
m i sp e rce pt i o n s .  
Yes - there are a 
f e w  v e r y 

interesting cases. But that is not to say that anything 
is going on jn Mexico that is not happening 
anywhere else but is simpJy not being publicised or 
hyped . 

What I am real ly saying is that often the hyped 
(waves• and 'window areas• a re the teast reliable 
because they have an inbuilt tendency towards high 
levels of trickery. The unsung events - such as at 
Hessdaten - usually produce the best evidence for 
UFOs. So - certainly - the Mexican story is an 
interesting one, but it is not going to produce the 
kind of evidence that will change the world.  

Another complication .. as we have long known about 
South American UFO stories - is that long before we 
had tabloid wars over here the press there were 
notorious for inventing bogus UFO tales. lt has 
almost become a competition to see who can outdo 
the last g reat tale in some rag or other. Sometimes it 
is easy to spot (eg when one story claimed that an  
a lien beam turned the witnesses son into a green 
lump that was mistaken for an olive and eaten with 
h is drink by the investigating police officer!) But 
UFOlogy is so absurd these days that a tale may 
often be far less easy to pick out as - shall  we say -
'exaggerated•!  

M.Ii:x:!CO: 
As with al l  waves there was a starting point that 
captured public attention and lead to constant 
interest in later events. Forces aware of the 
opportunity - eg the media - ensured that opportunity 
was not wasted . 

On 1 1  July 1991 there was a major eclipse and 
thousands were out in the streets of Mexico City to 
watch. Many cameras were pointing skyward to fitm 
the moon blocking out the sun.  lt was one of the first 
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such events availabte to 
the new mass home 
camcorder market. At 
1 .22 pm the sky dimmed 
and there - to the left of 
the sun - was a silver/ 
white object. No fewer 
tha n  1 7  ca m co rd e r  
sequences of it were sent 
in when the news reports 
first played the footage .  
There are doubtless 
others .. 

film shows a white 
• ; mass , that appears 

to .�be refle.ctive .. metal . .  Jt . 
to be spinning or 

;fh1tt�nr1n At ·first .it js dim, 
. ".;�,when the sun 

dark�n� . .  :it .becomes more 
oo,raou·s� , After. 'the full 
·ecu:ose is �over it' . . rs ,less 

tq,;r�. hat $tiU tt)ere. 
it vias· visible for half 

..... s . .. .. __ ".· � barely . movihg� 
;� ..... ':accoming to 

··· ,, witl'ie$SeS · ..  it 
> · �, qft' or 

·· . 'the· event 
\',iiM� as ' a "tJFO :;; 
J!an :<alien ,Yisitation. 

:om;eo:n
' 
1e

'"
poioted out ·that 

;;; •n······�,··'' ,.. ,···" ·'eient : .... Aztec and 
a'ao  p ro p he c i e s  

;�M<:��a· r tge1rs of DMtiny' 
� remm during .an 

ec.lip�e •c.and provoke 
r earth changes. 

. the t th about this 
case was becoming ever 
more religiously rooted 
and it has become a big 
industry. Books, vjdeos, 
TV specials have been 
made. AJf assumed that 
this was a UFO. Few try 
to find out what it might 
have reaUy been - on the 
basis that any Ufotogist 
should proceed . 

In my view this case is 
not unexplained . The 
object on the film is in  my 
opinion a hig h  altitude 
weather balloon. These 
a re e n o r m o u s  fo i l  

�r��o:
t
" s 

m
�::� TH ERE IS NOTH I NG 

above the earth EXTRATERRESTRIAL I N  
to test high I a lt it u d e  wi n d  THE EVIDENCE THAT 
spe �d s  a n d  HAVE SEEN. I N  ANY 
directions. They 
h a v e  b e e n  EVENT ·  AS A RULE OF 
known to circle 
the entire planet TH UMB APPLIED BY 
and stay inta� U FO LOGISTS - U FOs f o r m o nt h s . 
Because of the SIMPLY DO N OT HANG 

::-;::: = ABO UT FOR HALF AN 
,over.Mex�co and HOUR. TH EY ARE Brazd, cross the 
Atlantic" then V E RY T RA N S I E N T  
pass ,over South 
,Afrtca. we, have PHE NOMENA. 
had quite a few --�-------..... 
m an w·ftne,s.s 

JJFO repd.rts r�sulting from them. The origin ' of a.ny 
:'ngjyidual .. balloon would .be impossible to' trace. 

1 ·::think.. that 'in·; 1his ease the balloon was fdrifting 
overhead ."at the coincidental ·fime that the eclipse 

· \i;,oceu�'" l\Seiog so high it would take a Jo(lg time to 
·<m$$ ··#le , agtt to all intents .. and purpo� a,ppear 
�lmos�":� .· , . 'atY£;'Against strong su.nlig_htit •WOUld . be 

/atmo.st inwSible: •YVhen the sun · ligbt ·be!lfltne dimmed 
by edipse it . �s still catching the, ··rays because 
the sbadow ftacJe;y� to reach it at $0� di�nce-'away. 

Against tbe darker 'sky ;it was thus S!JdchiniY far. more · 
visiblel �s the sunlight dimmed, it wpuld.,-dim .. ,as welf 

� but because �pie had . now ,s,en 'it,;and .,their eyes 
became d�rk,aaapted it would still oe easy t?' spot. 
Then , whe11. sunlight returned it would be again d im 
:against the bright sky but still seen because peopJe 
now ,knew where to · look. Gradually it would move 
away, become smaller and be lost to view. However, 
the poor focus of camcorders .. especially in those 
early 'days ... wou�d have made the object seem rather 
fuzzy. After au the camera was attempting to focus on 
what was relatively speaking a tiny object amidst a 
sea of empty sky. The primitive ·focus mechanisms 
simply could n·ot cope. We see exactly the same 
problem with many camoorder films of UFOs today 
from Bonnybridge and elsewhere. A point source or 
tiny disc of a star or planet like Venus is too muoh for 
the camera to property focus and the result is a fuzzy 
mass that looks like a shape chang ing UFO. 

I cannot prove that this explains the July l991 film but 
it fits cases I have investigated that were high altitude 
bal loons. There is nothing extraterrestria l  in the 
evidence that I have seen. In any event - as a rule of 
thumb applied by UFOiogists - UFOs simply do not 
hang about for half an hour. They are very transient 
phenomena . That right away suggests this case must 



have an explanation. 

I am pretty convinced the genesis of the Mexican 
Wave was a simple misidentification. But once the 
hype and all the talk about Gods and prophecies 
took over there was never any chance of 
confirming that. 

The case had become bigger than its evidence ... 
as so often happens in UFOiogy. 

circte forged by media hype, do not forget lt is a self 
fulfil l ing prophecy. The fact that famed TV reporter 
Jaime Maussan made a nationwide TV appeal on 19 
July 1991 for viewers to look out for UFOs and try to 
film them surely was not irrelevant. If Trevor 
MacDonat.d d id the same here on News at Ten I 
suspect something simiJar would follow. 

Over the next five or six years Maussan has become 
a Mexican version of Billy Buchanan - the 
Bonnybridge counci l lor fighting for the special nature 

Of course, the publicity ensured that mil l ions were of h is town. He has received 5000 videos, he cla ims. 
now ful ly converted skywatchers. Because the There have been at least one tenth that number 
story was treated seriously lt gave an incentive for taken in the UK during the same period and there 
people to speak out when they saw things - as has been no concerted effort to gather them here. 
some inevitably did. The temptatio.n to use So I am not unduly amazed. If we were to do a lV 
camcorders to seek out new .... ----���-�11!!!!!!1!'!!!1!!1'11!11 .. show that appealed to UK viewers 
footage was obvious. Mexico to send in camcorder film of UFOs 
City reaJiy just channelled what • I think we would be swamped. lt 
has been a world wide wave of · might be worth considering this 
camcorder UFO footage. But this because the next year could be 
is no sudden change in the spent ana1ysing the results for a 
phenomenon. Draw a graph of foUow up programme. Although 
camcorder ownership year by we would get maybe 950 out· of 
year from 1991 to 1997 alongside 1 000 videos that show stars, 
the number of camcorder films of planets, a ircraft and a smattering 
UFOs and they will follow a of hoaxes'" ,1 would ·�; expect as 
pretty steady course. What many as 50 interesting cases· ... 
appears to be a massive rise in many never reported before 
tt:te number of films of UFOs is �cause people have "not had the 
simpry a direct consequence of to ao so or know how:to 
the huge rise in  camcorder go about reporting. 
ownership. Another factor during 
the same time period has been lt w�uld be a:sort of·'UFetve·been 
the escalation of new TV · framed• I guess! 
channels .. exemplified by Sky in 
the UK .. who have seen the �����-- =-======-=IThis needs careful th9ught, but 
advantage of highly popular J ENNY RANDLES not only might it pay off as it has 
programming on subjects suCh is an internationally respected researcher for the TV companies marketing and author, writing on all areas of as UFOs and the resulting need extraordinary phenomena including U FOs video footage around the world 
for coUecting video footage to and the field of paranormal research over from Mexico - but it wou1d help set 
il lustrate them. The end product the last twenty ..five years. She has that country's wave in ,context. If 
has been the explosion of film lectured around th e  world a n d  contributed the planned programme here is to to numerous television and radio footage of UFOs everywhere .. · documentaries. seriously probe the Mexican wave 
but more notable in Mexico City Jenny served as Director of tnvestigations this is a legitimate research we 
and Bonnybridge because in for BU FORA for twelve years. should carry out. But on air we 
both places the phenomenon . • would need to show the public 
h be d t d I J. ed Jenny•s numerous books include: *'The h ( " ) k' h · · as . en a · op e as a . oca JS Pennine UFO Mystety', 'Something In the t at 1 we are ta tng t em 
cottage industry. Mexico City is All', ' The complete book o f  Aliens & seriously, (2) we are geared up to 
far bigger than Bonnybridge - so Abductions ' & The Afterlife' act upon their evidence by 
there a re more potent ia l  co-authored with Peter Hough. researching its causes and not 
witnesses and more film. & 'The Paranormal Sourcebook' screen it on TV for effect If Jenny is also a Consultant to we d id this the evidence w. ould Strange Daze. 
The T\1 show '60 Minutes' .._-----...-...--------' come in . 
legitimised the sightings after the 
in it ial footage - helping to spread it around the 
worid. Unprepared for the huge interest or the 
flood of sightings from viewers it said that Mexico 
was experiencing ·uFO Fever' . The promotion of 
that ensured that it continued to do so. This is a 

Once the huge hype for the Mexico City affair took 
off then the phenomenon became more legitimised 
there than anywhere else (certainly than in the UK). 
Even serious newspapers carried major stories. This 
ensured that more and more were encouraged 



to come forward. The result was that years of 
constant publicity brought so many videos to 
tight. They did not come through one 1V show. 
After three or four years people even became 
rather blase. UFOs were so common that 
interest needed more rekindling than it had in the 
past. This meant that stories had to be bigger 
and videos better to get as much attention. This 
soon attracted tricksters, of courset who 
suspected that vetting standards might slip and a 
sensational video would be accepted because it 
looked amazing regardless of its validity. 

Most of the video footage is - like elsewhere .. 
just images of l ights in the sky. But there are a 
few that took intriguing . Then - around 1995 -
there was a sudden realisation that the same 
lights were homing in on aircraft. There were 
countless reports by pilots and by radar 
controllers who tracked the objects tai ling 
commercial flights. 

Possibly the most interesting case was on 28 
July 1996 when a flight landing at Mexico City 
was apparently 'hit' by a UFO that radar tracked 
on a col.fision course. Pilot Ray Ruana landed the 
DC 9 with 1 09 passengers safely after ducking 
out of the way of this bright light. On landing it 
was found that the impact had ripped off a shock 
absorber. 

lt has been assumed in Mexico that this is further 
proof of the countryts special attraction for UFOs. 
lt is not. Exactly the same trend for rising mid air 
encounters between UFOs and aircraft has been 
recorded world wide. Since 1991 in the UK ... for 
example ... there have been over 50 such cases. 
In several aircraft have been vectored out of the 
way after radar tracks. lt is clear that Mexico is 
far from unusual. There have even been 
collisions and one or two possible d isasters as a 
resuJt One plane in the UK had a hoJe punched 
right through its fuselage after a mid air collision. 
It lost engines but landed safely. 

Alongside the interesting hard evidence in 
Mexico there has .. of course ... been quite a b it of 
bizarre tale teUing. Crop circles have appeared.  
Contactees have claimed meetings with aliens 
who pass on reJ igious messages. The tablo id 
market sees a ll this as fair game and 1 suspect 
that the danger is that the soberness of the 
Mexican wave will fade as people begin to lump 
an of these things together in the quest for an 
ever bigger story. tn essence Mexico is seeing 
what happened in other parts of the world years 
ago when UFOs were first d iscovered in a b ig 
way. 

B The most recent furore (as I write in 1998) is 

the footage anonymously submitted and taken on 6 
August 1997. By far the most visual ly stunning - if true 
it proves that UFOs are alien craft This shows no 
l ights in the sky like the other film ,or fuzzy metall ic 
g lows in the d istance. This is a classic domed d isc 
floating over the Mexico City skyUne seen to move 
behind a bui lding in broad daylight. 

Maussan of 'Sixty Minutes• got the tape and was really 
excited. Last I heard it was being analysed by Village 
Labs in Phoenix, USA. I have seen the film and it is 
well done but - in my view - it is a hoax. (Later ,tests 
seem to have confirmed this). The link with a video 
company whose build ing is in shot needs to be 
explored. But for me the real g iveaway is this. The 
UFO is so blata,nt in its flight over the city teeming with 
people in the middle of the day that there is just no 
way that thousands would not have seen it and at 
least as many camcorders filmed it as during the 1991 
eclipse. That onJy one group of witnesses d id so and 
there is just the one film - not even any sti l l  shots from 
other angles ... leaves me totally unconvinced. 

The problem is that these days with computer 
morphing anyone with reasonable patience and 
expertise can create a stunning hoax video. A case 
Uke this was almost i nevitable and - g iven recent 
events in Mexico City .. few would have betted against 
this being the iocation. 

I will  keep an open mind until I see the full 
report but I would be amazed if this case turns 
out to proffer any solid proof of anything non 
terrestrial .  

JENNY RANDLES 
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convinced that some person who has passed 
on, is trying to communicate through her. I 
believe that a responsible medium should be 
taken to see the little girl, for such a person 
could certainly help her. The medium might be 
able to take over from Virginia, the pressure 
that is being put upon her from the other side� 
and so bring relief to her. I am convinced that 
this little girl, ff properly looked after spiritually� 
might be able to help many hundreds of 
people as the late He/en Duncan did (a 
famous Scottish psychic medium). 11 

The A/loa AdVertiser writes . ... "Dr. Nisbet 
said, �Virginia is not responsible for what has 
happened. The child is innocent. What has 
taken place was not conjured by the child 
herself, an outside agent is responsible. 
Believe me1 something unfortunate has been 
going on in that house. The girl was hysterical 
all the time the phenomenon were appeating. 
We decided then to try sedation. 
Virginia was given mild tranquillisers to quiet 
her. If the phenomena were being conjured by 
her own imagination, they would no longer 
appear if her brain was dulled. But even 
though the brain was not working normallyr 
the phenomena still appeared. n 

The Advertiser story goes on to inform its 
readers that Virginia was moved to another 
house in the tO\Nfl of DoUar but sadly* the 
strange events foflo'!Ned hert and soon 
afterwards she returned to Sauchie. Not only 
were these strange events occurring in 
Virginja's home in  Sauchje, but also foUO\Yed 
her fo school, and these particular events will 
be covered shortly. This oase was becoming 
bigger and bigger every day. The press 
constantly hounded the CampbeU family 
friends, neighbours �nd anyone who knew young Virginia. 
The strain on the Campbetl family was beginning to tell 
and the protection of young Virginia was a priority. 
Meantime, the events intensified. In extracts from The 

Alloa Joumsl of 1eth December 1 960, they write ..... .. Two 
Tillicoultry doctors used a tape recording of sound 
phenomena which had been heard during the recent 
psychic illness of little Virginia Campbell, in the BBC 
Scottish Home Service program Scope on Tuesday. The 
sounds in themselves were not tenifying� but a childJs 
voice started screaming 'Mummy1 mummy', which 
occurred when Virginia saw the lid of the linen basket 
starting to open. The doctors explained that it was then 
that listeners realized that something unusual was 
happening. Mr. MacDonald, Reverend of St. George�s West Church 
in Edinbwyh described the sounds and movements 
witnessed, and he considered that there were two 
explanations and he favoured the explanation that the 
phenomena were caused by some 'lower forms of 
intelligence'".... SPI (Strange Phenomena Investigations) 
are currently trying to obtain not only the audio recordings 
made at that time� but also the piece of cine footage 
which allegedly shows some phenomena occurring within 
the home. 

So 'there we have it; a very interesting case. which to this 
day is still discussed in the towns and villages in 
Clackmannanshire. As I mentioned at the beginning of 
this artide, I had always wanted to find out more about 
th is case and to spea.k with those concerned and to 
inform the readers of Enigmas about this monumental 
case. At this point in time on behalf of Strange 
Phenomena tnvestigations (SPI), Helen Waiters and I ,  
were working together on a haunting i n  the town of 
Kirkcaldy. Our local paper, The A/loa Advertiser, 
intervie.ved both Helen and I regarding the Kirkcaldy case 
and it was whilst being interviewed by the paper. that I 
made the plea for any person or persons who knew 
Virginia Csmpbell. or vvere in the same class as her. to 
get in touch with me. 

The story made front page headlines and soon after I 
received a telephone caH from a local lady who although 
wasn't in Virginia's class, was very fri·endly with the 
teacher. This lady gave me the telephone number of the 
teacher who took Virginia's class, and I now present some 
notes taken from my telephone call to the teacher, a Mrs. 
Margaret Davidson, formally known as Miss Margaret 
Stewart. 

The Recollections of Virginia's School Teacher. 

"Virginia was a shy withdravm girt, but very pleasant. !I 



She wasn't real ly forthcoming but was normal in every 
other way and she was good at her lessons. I had 
never really heard the word 'Poltergeist' before; 
indeed I thought it was a name for some form of 
medicine! Thafs how naive I was to the word. The 
first time t became aware of something strange was 
when I had given the class an essay to do. The class 
was quiet. and all the children had their heads down 
bent over their jotters busily writing away. J n  1960 we 
still had the old school desk which had a lid top. 
Anyway, I looked over at Virginia, and noticed that 
she was sitting with both hands pressed ftnnJy down 
on the top of her desk lid. I rose from my chair and 
walked over to Virgini-a. I was then surprised to see 
the desk lid rise and fall with Virginia trying her best to 
keep the lid shut with her hands. " At this point a child 
in front of Virginia rose to take her jotter CNer to my 
desk. No sooner had she left her seat� then her desk 
rose a few inches off the floor on its four legs! I then 
explained to the dass that I would be back in a feNV 
minutest and during this time I went to see the school 
Headmaster, a Mr. Peter Hilt J said to him that there 
was something funny going on in my classroom, and 
explained to him about the incident. Mr. Hll said that 
he had ·heard talk' of strange things gojng on in the 
Campbell household. He then asked to see Virginja 
and said to me to explain to Virginia's classmates that 
Virginia may be going home for a few days as she is 
feeling unweU1 and · that there might be talk from 
others of ghosts centred around her. They V�ere not to 
believe this, they were just rumours. This is what he 
more or less toJd me to say. 
Anyway I went back to the cl�, summoned 
Virginia over, and told her that the' headmaster 
wanted to talk to her. As Virginia left the roomt I found 
that I could not shut the door behind her. J had to 
summon help from three of the school children to help ... ·.· .. 
me push the door shut. J remember saying to the 
dass, •1t must be very windy today!' Virginia was not 
distressed at this time. I then mentioned to the class 
what the headmaster had told me to say, and I found 
that the class was very responsive and quite 
supportive. 

The Vibrating Table! 

Margaret goes on to explain rrhe most unnerving 
thing that I experienced in the dassroom, was when 
on one occasion I was sitting behind my large oak 
table. Virginia was standing at the other side of the 
table with her hands clasped firmly behind her back. 
Suddenly, the large blackboard pointer cane, which 
was lying flat on my table, started to vibrate. At first it 
was vibrating slowly, then increased as the seconds 
wore on. I sat transfixed looking at this. Then the 
table, which was quite a heavy one. started to rise up 
very sJow1y i nto the air and also vibrate. I put my 
hands on the table and tried to push it back down but 
with no success. I was quite horrified. But it didn't stop 
there. The table continued to vibrate as it hovered a 
few inches off the floor. Then the table 'rotated ninety 
degrees'. so that where J had moments before sat 
behind the long edge of the table, the table had 
rotated so that its narrow edge was now directly in 
front of my stomach. I looked up at Virginia, and saw 
41 that she was quite distressed. and 1 remember 

her saying . . . .  'Please Miss, l ,m not doing that. honest I 'm not.' 
I calmed her down. Just then. a bowl of bulbs shot straight 
across the table." 

Margaret went on to discuss with me, other aspects of 
strange events within the classroom and informed me that 
objects. i ncl uding school jotters, would rise up into the air and 
move away from the direction of where Virginia was at the 
time. These objects never seemed to move towards Virginia� 
they always moved in a direction fltNaY from her! Margaret 
also informed me that she had notjced that strange things 
seemed to occur on a twenty-eight day cycte! 

Supportive classmates. 

When events really got unde_rway. the press hounded poor 
Vjrginia at school, but thankfuiJy Virginia,s classmates Ylere 
very supportive to her. As the press gathered at the school . 
gates, a female dassmate of Virginia, who looked somewhat 
similar, put on Virginia's coat and rushed from the school 
going in a different direction from where Virginia lived. Hot in 
pursuit. YJere a merry band d pressmen. Margaret also 
mentioned to me, that she too was hounded by the press, 
who continually pushed her for details. One h umorous story, 
Margaret recollectst was when on one occasion, a certain 
lady came up to her and said, �n I touch you?" The lady 
then proceeded to infonn Margaret that she vvas one of God's 
chosen ones! Margaret even had a letter from a Wrtch Doctor 
from Africa who told her to, •pound down some bones and 
dance over them' .  This, she was told, might get rid of 
Virginta•s ghosts!! 

The Church of Scotland arrived at Criagbank Primary School 
and held a serviee in the classroom, nQt an exorcism, 
Margaret explained. This hCM�eVerf failed to work, and the 
events continued in their absurdity. Margaret concluded our 
discussion on the phone by saying, •• • � events really 
did happen Mr. Robinson, I remember them as though it was 
yesterday. I'll never ever forget thent" 
A major witness recollects. 

Through further research, I uncovered another major witness 
to the events in the Campbell hornet a Mr. James Csrruthers, 
(pseudonym) who at the time of the poltergeist event, was 
highly i nvolved with the situation surrounding young Virginia. 
and was a regular attendee at the CampbeU's home. He has 
asked that I do not divulge his name even though his name 
was regularly used in the press at the time. SPI respected this 
wish. 

During a telephone conversation with Mr. Garruthers, he 
said. "On one occasion, I was in Virginia's bedroom with a 
number of other individuals. I was standing close to the bed, 
in which Virginia was lying in, she had the covers up to her 
chin. Suddenly I observed the covers making a 1rippling 
movement', from the bottom of the bed up to Virginia's chin. I 
am of the opinion that Virginia did not produce this effect, 
there was no movement below the covers, i.e. from her legs, 
just this peculiar {rippling� effect running up and down the top 
bed-cover. " 

James continues . . . .  "Seconds later, I then observed the pillow 
next to Virginia which had been plumped up� suddenly take 
what appeared to be, the shape of a person's head. A clear 
indentation of the pillow was seen by myself and others in the 
room. Now during this time, strange knockings, banging's, 
scratching and what sounded like sawing noises, were 
coming from all over the room. You couldn't really pinpoint 



• 
the exact sources of the noise. lt was coming from 
everywhere! Most unusual, was the sound of what appeared 
to be like, a ping-pong ball constantly being bounced. Virginia ' 
was quite distressed by all this. 

•on another occasion when the Church Of Scotland were in 
attendance at the home, the noises, these banging's and 
rapping'� intensified dunng the exorcism ceremony. They 
were really loud I remember) when church members started 
singing 1The Lord's My Shepherd). 

James went on. to say. . . . ,Someone mentioned at this time 
that animals, are to some degree psychic. So I decided to test 
this theory and took my pet dog along to the Campbell house 
and even though the same knockings and rapping's could be 
heard in Virginia's bedroom, my dog was at no time disturbed 
by it all. My feelings on the matter are that these events have 
nothing to do With ghosts or spirits. I believe that the shift in 
environment from a rural farming community life in Ireland� 
leaving behind fn"ends and such, and coming over to Scotland, 
was in a sense, a bit of a trauma, and that somehow this 
suppressed emotion externalised to objects and items close to 
Virginia. "  

Mr. carruthers also stated to m e  during this phone call, that he 
remembers seei ng a diary kept by the uncle of Virginia at that 
time. in which was an entry which stated that marks appeared 
and disappeared on Virginia's hands. Mr. carruthers stated 
that at no time did he ever witness this. 

J must admit that I had hoped for a better response to my 
request for people to contact me with information on this case 
from the readers of the AJioa Advertiser. But of course the fact 
could be that many people associated with the case. may 
have moved on, and any that are left, may be reluctant to talk! 
Back in 1 987 YJhen 1 first took on looking at this case again.  I 
interviewed two former classmates of Virginia who more or 
tess confirmed the events that their teacher had experienced. 

Closing summary. 

So in conclusion, I have enjoyed my reappraisal of Scotland's 
most famous poltergeist event. My telephone call to Virginia's 
fonner teacher was very illuminating. How I wished that I had 
been i n  Virginia's class at that time! Whether you subscribe to 
the belief that spirits \/Vere involved here, or, as Mr. carruthers 
mentioned, that Virginia herself through suppressed emotion 
somehow caused these events to occur, is a matter of some 
debate. 

VVhat is abundantly dear, is the fact that these events did 
occur and were witnessed by sound and very reliable people 
i n  the community. The village of Sauchie was, as the Alloa 
Advertjser so aptly described, descended upon by swarms of 
the press l ike one of the plagues of Egypt. 

And me, what do I believe? Well the state that the world is in  
right now, there must be countless millions suffering from 
suppressed emotion, and I don't think that strange events are 
occurring to them. Dr. Nisbet who attended Virginia. saw a 
heavy l inen chest rise up from the floor, now it woutd take 
some suppressed emotion to cause that! Suppressed emotion 
or Poltergeist? We could argue about it all day. Whether it is 
one or the other, or a combination of both, one thing's for sure. 
these things are so fascinating that they demand extensive 
attention and investigation . 

MALCOLM ROBINSON 

Makolm Robinson has been interested in th e  strange 
world of UFOs and paranonnal phenomena for a majority 
of his life and in I 979 he formed his own research society, 
Strange Phenomena Investigations, (SPI). 

In recent years he moved to London fi'om Scotland where 
be created the sister counterpart to SPI, of the same name,. 
Strange Phenomeaa lnvemgatioas EaglancL SPI 
Scotland is now nm by a fellow researcher 

The aims of SPI, are to coUe� research, and publish 
accounts relating to most aspectS of strange pbenom«1a, 
and to endeavour to find explanations as to the nature of 
these curious r�rts and experiences. 
Malcolm has 'Written articles for many UFO and 
paranormal magazines world-wide and has assisted the 
national media in many reported incidents of anomalous 
phenomena relating to ghosts, poltergeists and UFOs. 
He has travelled extensively throughout Britain on research 
projects.� and has lectured to various clubs and societies 
throughout Scotland and England, in addition to 
representing his country at International UFO 
Conferences. He has appeared in many television 
programmes in Scotland) as weU as contributing to an 
American ' Sightings' documentary and world-wide 
television programmes. He has also appeared on Strange 
But True, GMTV and contributed to documentary 
programmes for BBC Scotland. 
Maloolm "s goal remains firmly with his lifetime desire to 
continue researclling cases pertaining. to the strange world 
of UFOs and the paranormal, and to search for the elusive 
answers to these remarkable and puzzling mysteries. 

Malcolm Robinson, Strange Phenomena Investigations 
(ENGLAND), 41 Castlebar Road, Ealing, Lo don, 
Eughmd, WS 2DJ. Tel: 0208 998 4936. Mobile: 07949 
178 835. Pager: 07654 663 728 .. 
E ... mail: spispi@hotmaiLcom SPI HOMEPAGE: 
http://www.FSReview.netJspi/spihome..htm 
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Uf;�DIQ!"JY . l h.c. Ki... . pi��ed �is upf. I was 
· · · .· ·· .. . · · . · . . ·· . · ·· · · . . · literature! 

vent�cur::uJStJial cas· n. dec1r1Y proitides a <$0tution for a 
[��·� t�� f� r�}called. 'ufologistsJ 

bJtions; in fact, l know .that there are 
the mere mystery of the subject but refuse to 

� ·;;m.,rltlot:J. ilQi· tl'lE� ;.Jacti!lt1hat .. •un�;()IV�ed cases only .represent 
in 10 si:ghtings. We knOJII that � t� ��·�P"!� �� .�rd these surveftlanoe satellites. 

araa ·· their appearancei that they will emit a bright white col'our 
with a blue ting.e, and may be accompanied with smaller lights 
�eout �;�ir bg<iy, the light may also appear to flicker possibly 
due · to� the reflector radar antenna as they tum in orbit. The 
formation of lights win also vary from triangular, to a straight 
line to\ ·even \ appear to . intercept one another and then 
disappear . . This description is not at all definitive but reflects 

I REALISED THAT FEW SO CALLED 'UFOLOGISTS' ACTUALLY LIKE TO HEAR OF 
SOLUTIONS, IN  FACT, I KNOW THAT THERE ARE SOME WHO ENJOY THE MERE MYSTERY 

OF THE SUBJECT BUT REFUSE TO PAY ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT U NSOLVED 

II CASES ONLY REPRESENT APPROXIMATELY 1 1N 1 0  OF REPORTED SIGHTING$. 



what satelJJte observers have reported seeing. 

The first 'time f had produced this artide I actually thought I 
was going to receive mall from readers telling me that this I} �fl:ttP:ttwWYl •• newscientist.oomhlewslnews.jsp?M=ns224635 
was nothing new, how wrong I wasf f received confirmation of 
this from someone who contacted the British UFO Research 
Association 'Who actually told me that the NOSS satellites 
actually describe what he had seen in the night sky a few , THERE'S notbino supernatural .about ghosts .. years ago. J wonder how many reported observations from --o , 
the British public have been interpreted by utologists as the ""doppelgangers and out-of:. body experiences, 
famed Flying Triangle? I also wonder about NASA film J>,:if�:�VQ. a Swiss neuroscientist� Ihey are simply 
footage, such as STs .. ao and STs-48, of objects that appear sensations like a phantom limb, he 
to be intelligently controlled orbiting the Earth and is says, but' mread

,
to the whole body. 

interpreted by some to be footage of extra-terrestrial craft 
rather thant say for argument's sake, a military project to see 
if it is possible to shoot down satellites with ground based "''�· .. 'A"''""''..:» experience phantom limbs--the sense that 
missiles. Remember that a number of UFO stories put around amputated limb is still present .. · .. when the part 
in the 1 960S were cover stories for the CIA when top secret of the brain that normally senses the limb loses 
high attitude airad were being flown, such as the U2 signals (New Scientist, 1 7  June� p 27). 
spyplane� Space footage of apparently unusual and B fth u · · 
intelligently controlled craft could also be a cover for 

· rugger 0 · : · e ntvers1ty 

necessary security sateUite operations. in Zurich says that doppelgangers, in 
.twhicb people are aware of phantom ''doubles" of 
�themselves, have a similat origin. 

ANJHONY ECCLES 

Tony is a museum curator at Liverpool Museum's 
Dept. of Archaeology &;, Ethnology. 

He has a degree in Archaeology from the Institute of 
Archaeology, University College, London. 

Tony has investigated UFOs and paranonnal 
phenomena for seven years. His interests are in close 

encounter experiences, time anomalies & Para 
physical UFOs. He is a council member for the British 

Ufo research association and co .. founder and 
coordinator for the 

Merseyside Anomalies research Association 

t·,�s•:une people actually see their double, often as a 
'1'1"l11"""""" image. This may be the result of damage 

visual ar�as oftbe brain that affect the way we 
l>t��n� our body, says Brugger" Others merely feel 

presence of a double 
........ , '""·��.,.,,."''"" actually seeing one. He believes that · 

doubles are generated when the parietal 
' '<:tclnes. the regions responsible for the distinction 
1- �f>etween body and surrounding space,. are 

.. Out-o{-body experiences, where a person ttseesu 
their body from the outside may be caused by 

1.'/t�emJJO�ary over activity of certain brain regions. 
"Excitability of the temporal lobes seems to be a 

'(plausible explanation," says Brugger. These 
regions are connected to the parietal lobes and 

'are sensitive to visual signals low levels of 
oxygen and emotional arousal. 

,Brugger believes the brain could account for 
>Other paranormal experiences: 

"Ghosts are probably nothing more but also 
· nothing less than phantoms of the body." 

,--.-- . 
.-11/1:, #¥' • EN o··�'ll N K ,, 

.. :/"' ...,...._;f.v>"" 

Helen Phillips 
Courtesy: New Scientist magazine� 





Around 1967 Andy Roberts discovered Dennis 
Wheatley's uovels with stories of the supernaturaL 
This, �ombiaed with the 1967 UFO wave triggered 
h is initial interest in unexplained phenomena and 
tbe occult, and has h eld him speDbound for the 
last thirty-three years, altho ugh probably for 
rather different reasons than many resear�bers 
aDd writers 'iD the field of anomalous phenomena. 

Up thlnt and very personal indeed at tim� Andy has written 
books (most t"ecently Tbe UFOs That ever Were with Jenny 
Randles and l>avid Clarke) and many articles for magazines 
including Fo.rtean Times on the subject of UFOs and all Fortean 
phenomena for over twenty years, in addition to editing two of 
his own .magazines, UFO Brigantia and The Armchair 
Ufalogist. In .the Armchair Ufologist Andy captures the very 
essence of Ufology' s luminaries and goes for the jugular of 
UFO researchers with scathing attacks of a very personal nature 
at times, when be chaUenges their research, theories and beliefs. 
Th is is often combined with his irTeverent humour to soften the 
extreme blows that can be felt by many who are. targeted by 
him. This is. bis intention� to create controversy, feedback and 
sometimes answers ... answers, which can then debate the crucial 
issues involved, in order to achieve some real and objective 
truth about the world of unexplained phenomena. 

In his professional life, Andy Robetts works as a Housing 
Support worker at a hostel for young� single, homeless, ex
offenders, which involves wide parameters of duties 
particularly in advising and confronting the problems within 
their personal lives and their responsibilities of learning to cope 
with Jife in general. This has� in many ways, allowed Andy to 
examine the darker side of human nature and has given him a 
deeper understanding and insight within the field of UFOlogy 

Black M uddy River 
Lyri cs :  Robert H unter 
M u sic: Jerry Garcia 

specificaUy the personalities and 
minefield of the UFO researchers at 
large. Few have escaped his  
vociferous criticism often aimed with 
sharp accuracy at his victim. 

His highly tuned wit and merciless humour at the expense of 
others has become legendary within the circle of UFO 
researchers as is evident . · trom his magazine The Armchair 
Ufologist, guarimteed to upset some" particularly those without 
a sense of humour. He has clashed with many in the field of 
UFO research, dissect�g some of the classic UFO cases piece 
by piece, .-tearing apart d:le criginal investigations and ,the. 
investigators. 

He takes to task witness testimonies and their perceptions and 
inaccutacies, pt:{)ving ho� subjective and contaminated witness 
testimony can . be therefore di�ly acffecting our understanding 
of the true UFO mystery 

His reputation in the UFO world is emotive for those whose 
pa.�s he has crossed. He is unyielding in his criticism of both 
researchers and witnesses. He cares not about winning any 
popularity contest and even less about what most people think 
o(him .. He wants the evidence and the truth, ·not as seen through 
eyes of the f?eholder and the investiga«r, but as seen and 
proven through scientific, objective and thorough research. 

Who am I to disagree with this? I caught up with Andy recently 
and asked him some questions about his motivations and beliefs 
within his long association into the world of mysterious and 
extraordinary phenomena and its inhabitants. 

What follows is tbe totally unabridged interview with Andy. 
and will give those who don�t know him an insight into his 
provocative thoughts on many i ssues involved in our limited 
understanding of those curi<>us other worlds that many of us 
experience from time to time. 

Why do you feel Deanis WheatJey's novels · 

captivated you and triggered your extensive 
interest ha un�xplaiDed phenomena? 

Well, both my parents were satanic child abusers so 
when my mother bought me Dennis Wheatley's book To 
The Devil A Daughter on a holiday in Cornwall I thought 
I might be able to get some insight into their behaviour. 
Old Dennis turned me on to the occult · in a big 
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y..- ....... book ··ne · ·U,F()s nat Nmr 
� ··wJdl·· David Clarke aad 

�· laav Rudles 1* 4ile1ass what eaaae to be 
a.wa • �Tile cneoe uro ftotocrapll'. 

_ ........................ Tfaj$· �pi. ... iD 1981, --� 
·� .··-- rea�ty1··ot ;mapy  uro •• m • 

t�\� - tor �w-n ·� ·to' .. 
�· � ·ror dlese  ..... lt wu a be ab  

before u W.S aplaiiMd iadispatably by ,_.. . ._ 
researclt. •nd a replcatiolt of tile origiul pJaotopapll 
taken by you, which proved bey-Olld • sbadow of a doubt 
that this was an optical iB � • caued by the ··refleedoa 

'of the sunrays on the sur:faee d( tile roeb. In .. 
eond1lding: chapters devoted to tbi$' �pb you 
make tile following Observati•$. 

:used every Eartb:. The fad ·tha,t not one good' OF() :photo 
ha$ been captw:ed, let alone by mace tban cne .witness · at •gnee, 
speaks •volumes for 1he lack of anything solid ·in tbe UF() enigma. 
Of course. the be� wtll Writhe .and. Wri.gle and eon)n. up all 
kinds of ��· .f<X" this paUcity o� � .. 1\U ��··· of 
� but it "�Ukes tbem feel superior· � ltt . .at. its 
� is the central mystery of UFOiogy and. of moat· F«tean 
subjects.. And f don't mean just visual misperception .. it '\\"'f'ks en 
many levels fi'om· the teXtDa1 to tbe cWtutat. Y people distniss it, 
despite seeing the proof time and time again. There is a human 
stupidity at work here of biOlical proportions. Ufotogists ·tn either 
lying to themselves or jUst dha I can't decide which. tile .. w«st 
possible m�on Q1ario is �en a previously la� ·case -

say c� for example ... i solved and then the ufologistSinvolved 
�forget� about it as though it had never existed. They fail to .realise 
that the subject sbould learn from the UFOs, which become IFOs. 
And as all current UFOs exhibit characteristics of UFOs Which have 
been proven to be IFOs people should bear that in mind before · 

making pronouncements about extraterrestrials and so on. 

(In your biogt:"aphy for SD, Y<* stated that you live by 
tile lyrics of the Grateful Dead. 

The subject. <Jf misperception is_ central to �� 'TI-lE FACf THAT NOT Bow have their songs illflue ced you? 
understandmg qf the UFO emgma. But tt lS 
widely misunderstood Most people cannot ONE 'GOOD' UFO � c<>mJWhend h>w even the most highly trained PHOTO HAS BEEN Don't get m started M the Grateful Dead! 
observers t:41l. misinterpret mundane objects · 1 don't think people realise (or care!) just ,, , ';. 
as UFOs. .Btll they do. Each ye,ar thousands CAI'TURED, LET ALONE how serious I am ,about them. Musically '�' ., 

ofpeQpl� Sfff hirtl$. planes and rnet�ro/Qg:ical BY MORE ·THAN ONE tbere is nothing oo this planet like them .. 
and astn:tn<>mical phewmena as fUFOs ', .. They transcend all known musical barriers to create 
whilst the media automatically associates the wrrNESS AT ONCE, their own. Wbm those guys are jamming bard it is 
acronym with �aliens , or extraterrestrials. SPEAKS VOWMES FOK .�ure, . unadulterated sonic �cery. I've been 

• 

· lJst:enmg to them for twenty-et.gbt years now and am 
You p further aad wnte, THE LAC K  O F  still amazed on a daily basis by their � skill and 
It thu nt>t matter if the witness is from a ANVTHING SOLID JN passion. For anyone out there who tails 

. 
to ibac�. �trained ObsefV< .

.
... . fUCh (JS a .· .. . . . , ' Wl�d �i� l �ggest their live albums. and 

i
n 

, · �· ,«' ;pilot . ... ,� >m:·�"''F$%YfO,ENIGMA. ·"'· "particwar ,,Dic§"Picb 'vol 14. But bewato; ,�ey 
'flttllvidtitil ·• the. totiilly c� witness. ··aren't particularly easy to get int<l. I .thought I 
Every<1ne , ig- equally $U$Ceptii{Je to understood the Dead but in 1994, suddenly, really 
misperception in that magic moment when they see understood them .. and that process has continued since. They 
something unk1KJwn. The transition from 'ordinary aJways, without tail� make me feel ecstatically happy and glad to be 

l const:iiJU$ne.S$' to •uFO consciousness ' is at the very cere aJive. Most of my writing has been done under the intluence of the 
. of the UFO mystery. Dead and in fact severa1 1)Tic quotations have crept into books, most 

notably the chapter Fire On The M()Ulltain in The UFOs That}iever 
WereJ which is a song· title. Mind, you,. Dave Clarke �,they 
sound like •jazz'!  ,, 

You 'Jaave said ea .-y ocastoM ibt yoar eollsistaat 
. critietia of ... y UFO � is DOt penoaaJ, 
: �-....... 1• feel t1aat it is Wr to say tbat at tiJt1es it has 

.___=,.....��iacleei.·beea received Ja  a 'Vet)' J*'SOUl way and yoa 
laaft· made ....,, A.re yoa �  to ttns·.r.t·aad 

1tow dO yoa feel� the way scae pe� you? 
Of course it's not personal! l dofitt 'know most -'Of these 
people and.probably wouldn't �t � I  just satirise their 

, . behaviour� methods and style Jnd 1btow it right. baCk at 
, them to making them Qlll1oon·like figures · and � 

._,� ..... their pomposity and stupidity. If they don't like how they 
appear to th� rest of us 1hey should �! Few have ever 
umplained and most people seem to agree witti, and are mnUsed by 
what I say7 Some people even beg �'be 1� in tbe�llalr 
Ufologtsl! For ttu. �o feel genuinely ups« · .bY anytbing'l've said 
about them .. � ei1ber get a life « get wittier. I( I haw �ade 
enemies' then apin diat shOW$ a lot about those indivi\iuals 



inability to dea1 with the world. 1£ it wasn �t for tbe fact that tleir 
was• a.cettain atnount of •fti�' in QFOJogy there would.beno 
di�on tl\4 no progress .. ever,yOt\e. would be sat NW!t4 agreeing With �eh other, tqo chickenshit ·tQ poillt· out. t.bat �·was 
a toonx� or y �dn 't teseatch. ncr � <tut of the< ··· • 

God 'knows how 1e,�vem�•a4bnkly I don't ,A 
&t, ba�� , 

t·nmbemer tsuppose. More fool them., 
Those people who know me in the subp know me. and lhave 
made SOine latg ana lasting friendships. 

' 

TJte tJro pot 1$ BOW overflowillg wi$ a variety of 
aao..WO. pheltoaleu tbat' JlPpean to bear ao · 

relatioa to Dkle•dfied amat � at . .n 
and yet peGplj are re-interpretiag .ud 'p--defildlg 
many es:traordinary human uperienc:es ud 
sightings u beiDg linked to UFOs and aliens. The reports 
,and elaims of abduction by alieas has been a dee,Piy 
coatroversial issue for many years now with a never eadiag 
flow of sensatioaal approaches to these reports by the media 
ud press, DOtwithstaacliDg aU ·tile articles, books and 
investigations into abduction elaims. What are your 
thoughts on all of this? 

Abductions are a tricky business for many reasons. Do 
they happen at all? WeU, ,people report a series of 
physical and mental symptoms which some have 
determined constitutes alien abduction syndrome. l 
could rabbit on for pages about the probJems inherent 

with abductions but I"ll keep it to a few salient points. Firstly� 
where's the 

.
P4Ysical evidence? Despite ·the reported experien�s 

and the rabid twittering of pro-ET-tf ufologists. there is no 
physical eviden� Secondly where are the photographs of 
aliens? There are none. These are the two main objections to 
any 'reality' claimed of abduction reports. This is not in any 
way to undermine the actual experience of the witness. But 
experience needs to be put in context Throughout history� in all 
cultures, peqple have reported encounters with non .. buman 
intellig� .often"manifestmg as :humanoids of one f('ll'$ ""qr 
another. THey come in all shapes and $hes, give an kind$ of 
messages and travel in all kinds of craft. Fairies spring to mind 
immediately.. Yet tbere was no physical eviden� for these 
phenomena either. Of course ufo1ogist$ such as Jeny Clarke, 
bright as they ar� cannot get the detachment necessary to realise 
that 'our' aliens are just this particular age and culture's fairies. 
And just as reports of fairies, their appearance, abilities, aims 
and so Qttehanged .. over the years, so,it is With aliens. Loot at a 
collection of� of aliens ad you�ll immediately see that 
the Strieber:afien" fOr in�c:e, is a more polished vemon of,the 
aliens describ«l by Betty and Bamey Hill. Once upon a time 
abduction experiences would have been � as part of'tbe 
framework Of visionary experiences and accepted eith� as 
religious imagery « as people treated fairies, gnomes, eJ'VeS'etc. 

ow people think· they are physically real l feel sorry for 
people who qve . these experiences and have to undel7go 
investigation by the ufotogists wbo try to fit them into their 
belief system. To cut a long story short abductions are too 
complex an issue for lay people to get involved with. w� ·� 
dealing wiib areas of human experience� which are best left: to 
mental health professionals. However abductions are glamotOOS, 
sell books, newSpapers and magazines $id make good TV· 
Sadly there wilt always be evil ufologists with no qualms. al>gut 
mauipulating-,�1ts' . experi•ces for their own selfish �· l 
have never mvaaJated an abduction and never would ®� ' , ., �, 

IUIJY yan iovolved witla tile s.bject of 
ucl Forteaa ,.._._.. wlaat do yoa 

leoil$id��r to be your biggest adaievemeat aDd wlay? 

'Being part oft$e team who initiatet\�d arganised the biil�·' 
UFO oonfere®eS in Sheffield � 1989 attd 1.993. We· 
brought hugo,. multi-day UFO cOaf'� . to . 

the UK. �& 
before tile B�tl�' thO\l'ght �f *"· ia Being able tQ::have 
such an • �f��,, � manY . ; list= 10 a: -� . .. . ' 't ha'Ve� 
the tUN:J6hb.'� Jacques Hopkins and mlr:J:y 
others probiOly WOUldnot have come tQ. the UK. Dave Ol�«
Pbil Mantle, ··aoo· Haworth, Stu!d·• $mith (bless his dead··· 
Lancastrian Soulh and myself really made a ditf'eren<!e' to the 
public's � oflJFOlogy in th� UK� We ·even .made 
some m,oneyt tt? 

, An�er,�f\\l�':J?ilgest.acl'devemtttiS'�ts'beeq_the settin�fUp� 
or �-.. J*;t ,� v.ious "'experiaied1Sl Wittiin .OFOlQgy.. l)e 
first of th�. dates tom 1990 and the most recent I 999. 'They 
were set up  to testboth witness and, more specifically, ufologist 
responses to ·certain situations. Most of them are 1ong term 
•experiments• Wb,idl have an unfolding history. Perhaps one day 
rn be able td be more forthcoming about them. 
What is undenaeath ,dJat �ymeal suit of armour 
you wear? Is there a human faee to Andy Roberts 
and if so what do you boJd dear aud ooasider 
being of real value and signifieaaee m your...__.___...__., 
lifetime? 

Cynical flesh and bone actually! No� really, 1 love 
. ' kittens, small children and sunsets� In fact my idea of 

,hea.�en is sitting .,watching: a .. grr>ovy $Un� whilst 
eatidg ja ldttenburger an,d ·· ·� toys ttOltl- a s_mall 
child�� 

I hold my book and CD collection :very dear ind� they were 
dear enough to obtain. Real value and signifioa.nce d\? Soppy 
stuff like my family and a few other people l suppose. Marzipan 
too. Pm also incredibly happy that rve (so far) manased to 
avoid being inxoived in any watJ··· and that my son_ (it ,qe�s 
lucky) will �;���tnat. BUt�-���, 1h�J�Js.��,t0; 
w easy, and·u the ancient ehine$0 'tun$ 'mayyoulwe.m. 
interesting times'. 
On behalf of Slrange Da;e, I would like to extend my tlu•nks 
aad appreeiatioa to Alldy for this provoeative and persoDal 
interview. His eaudour aad ever ... irrev�rent humoar about 
the huanan drama eafoldi•g in our ,mysterious universe will 
no dottbt evoke .. mueh thought, and -bopefuUy .feedback from� 
our readers!� We look forward to ,lt� from yoa. 
Thanks als& to hul for his coatributioa to this mteniew. 



By John MqDonlild 
�;�e·eoming Global Superstonn- Art Ben and Whitley Strieber 
pub;'l;y Pocket Books, 2000 hb. £15 " "  99,pp 265. index. 
vAs, an English person l naturally consider myself an expert on fhe . vagaries of 
t,:the we€\fher, but this book scared the living daylights aut of me, which is, of 
\. course� exactly the intention of the authors .. 

Art Bell is known in the US for his radio taJk ... show on . the paranormal in 
, general and UFOs in particular which .he considers to be extra--terrestrial 

in origin. Whitley Strieber is the world' s most well known alien 
abductee having written the hugely influential "Communion". Prior to 
writing of his contact with what he calls ''the visitors" he was a fairly 

successful author of novels such as "Wolfen", "The Hunger" and "Nature' s 
Ena" all of which have a paranormal theme. 

Th� author$' basic thesis is that Global Warming will cause the North Atlantic 
Current, (also known as the N .. Atlantic conveyor) which pumps warm water into the Arctic, to change to 
a more southerly route�r This Mtill cause an explosive change in the climate; creating a massive storm as 
freezing .Arctic air pour'S ... south clashing with overheated airin the temperate zones. 

The storp1 will be unlike anything humanity has ever known, although the fossil record indicates that a 
SUperstorm similar to the one predicted in this book may wen have happened l::Jefore,. ,:fhere w111 be 
horrific blizzards with winds in excess of 100 m .. p.h. gusting up to· 1 50 m .. p .. h .. Snowfall will be immense 
and the death rate could be lOO% beneath the storm. If the storm happens in spring or summer massive 
flooding will follow, if in winter it will mean the start of a new tee Age. 
The authors seem to have done their research well, covering topics as diverse as archaeology, meteorology, 
mythology, astronomy and ecology. I say, "seem to have" because there are no notes lletailing the sources 
of their research, a major flaw in a work such as this, which is by its very nature speculative .. 

The book is written in a. readable and accessible style aimed at the layman and I must sa.y is quite gripping. 

So is there no hope of escaping this meteorological horror story? Well the authors seem to think there is 
and it boils do:wn to this, mankind is ,an inventive clever creature and once we realise what is happening 
to our planet we wiU come up with sOmething, something totally unforeseen and brilliant. 
I can only hope their optimism is justified because in my experience mankind has proved itself to be really 
adept at burying its collective, head in the sand and pretending everything is just fine. 

So keep your eye on the 6.30 pm weather forecast and stock up on warm clothes, candles and tinned foodi 
Just in easel 
Four stars, out of a possible five. 

Everything · Is Under Control .- R.obert Anton Wilson Pan Books London £12.99. 435 p/p (p/back> 
Although released in the U .. S. in hardback in 1 998, this book was released in paperback in the U.K at the 
end of 1 999. Readers of Fortean Times (and if you're not, why not?l) will be aware of Robert Anton 
Wilson (RAW') as he has been a frequ.ent contributor for many years and is Ff's Califomian 
correspondent. He is also the author or eo/ author of some excellent Science Fiction novels -· although it 
must be said it is hard to pigeon hole his work this way. Nevertheless the truth is if you want to buy one of 
his books you must head for the SF shelves in the bookshop. His most well known book is the' ntuminatus' 
trilogy (with Michael Shea). If you've read any \()f his books on the illuminaf:us .. a secret society founded in 
Heidelberg in the the late 1 8  Cen!UtY· then you'll know that RAW is fascinated to the point of obsession 

with , Conspiracies, Secret Societies, Cover Ups etc, etc. other areas he is concerned with are 
53 coincidences, .,.synchronicities and Fortean anomalies in general. This present book is a fairly well 



researched, alphabetically listed rogues gallery of 
nWty of the best known,..and some less well known
Conspiracy Theories taken from a multitude of 
sources. All the classics are here - JFK assassination ... 

also RFK and Martin Luther King: CIA mind control 
research (MK ULTRA); Priory of Sion/ Rennes le 
Chateau, Protocols Of The Elders Of Zion - a 
notorious forgery made by the Czarist Secret Police; 
AIDS virus theories; P2 Roberto calvi and the whole 
Vatican bank seam; some far out Princess Diana I 
Royal family stuff, etc. Even though many of these are 
well known to the general pul:ilic, he often puts a new 
slant on some cld material, he also manages to give 
the reader a good laugh at the stupidity of the people 
who have made many glaring mistakes whilst 
hatching their dastardly plots! To paraphrase an old 
saying ... the words Intelligence and Agency just don't 
seem to go together. 

Laughter aside one must never forget that in the case 
of the CWNSA etc, ... these organisations are financed 
to the tune ol billions of dollars yearly and have access 
to some of the most brilliant minds and state of the art 
equipment. They are also protected by layer after layer 
of laws to stop the public getting accurate accounts of 
their operations. 
Mixed in with the real theories are obvious hoaxes such 
as Project Dumbo· this project's aim was to mix certain 
animal's DNA together-it was first called Project DNA. 
This programme was controlled by scientist's working 
for (who else?) the CIA. In 1 98 1  they allegedly 
managed to add the DNA of a bird to that of a lizard ( a 
blizard perhaps 7) but by 1983 they had successfully 
�crossed DNA from a bat with that of an elephant and 
had created a flying elephant (!)  hence the project 
name.n unfortunately one of the poor creatures got a 
l ittle mixed up coming in to land, and crashed 
destroying several research buildings at the test site 
(Area 5 1  perhaps ?) ,Another had to be shot down as it 
had strayed outside ,off the test area and made the risk of 
being seen by a member of the public a distinct 
possibi lity ! RAW says 'an obvious hoax, butH . ..  

So for anyone with a taste for Conspiracies, both real 
and imagined, then this is the book for you_. My only 
gripe is that there is no index ,_ but at 435 pages this is a 
hefty read for your money ! 4 stars out of a possible 5 

John Me Donald 
thanks to Alan Taylor 

FO UND ED I CENT�I C 
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again we return to consciousness and our 
perception and interpretation of events and 
experiences, as we each explore our own subjective 
world and relate it to being part of the bigger 
picture of the physical world surrounding us. Of 
course this is not the case at all and as the brain 
interprets the world around us, we can hold only 
our own subjective view of what that reality is, 
which may be far removed from another person's 
sense of reality. Of course we have consensus view 
of the physical world . . . .  to a degree. Otherwise 
nothing would have much meaning at all. Does this 
matter? Well possibly to a point, which is why a 
consensus view of reality helps at times in order to 
solve problems and make some meaning of the 
images around us. Does the existence of the external 
world depend on our aw·areness of it in the first 
place? If we were 110t here, would it make a 
difference to anything? Do we matter and if so 
what role to we play in any of this? Nature can be 
destructive and paradoxically beautiful all at the 
same time, but in reality natu.re just is and can be no 
other way. The human species views nature in 
many ways and turns the world into a place that we 
can comprehend. 
To move on from these thoughts now, I would like 
to look at the general picture with regard to reports 
of UFO sightings and encounters, video footage and 
photographs of alleged 'UFOs' and the role the 
media have played in creating and reinforcing some 
of the modem UFO mythology, which is now 
entrenched in the phenomenon 

In my role as national investigations co-ordinator 
for the British UFO Research Association, it has 
become extremely evident over the last few years 
that there is a mixture of many exceptional 
experiences that have been deposited into the UFO 
subject at large, which cover a wide range of 
experiences. These include visions, ghosts, alien 
encounters, near-.death experiences and a variety of 
paranormal phenon1ena that have been re-defined 
as UFO encounters. It is very important to note also 
that claims of alien encounters and contact have 
gradually increased to UFO organisations across the 
world. There certainly appears to be a direct link to 
this increase from the media and press related 
sensationalism that has entered the public's 
awareness of the UFO subject and all the issues 
surrounding it, culminating it1 UFO extravaganzas 
aired by some TV networks. These programmes 
often bear no relation to the real and fundamental 
issues about what actually constitutes a UFO 
sighting as an unidentified flying object rather than 
an alien spacecraft. Obviously, the media is here to 
entertain us, and what better way to do this than to 

report that our planet could possibly be being 

55 visited by alien craft and their crew and that 

the evidence is mounting to support this. This evidence, 
however, seems to be ever elusive, as are the many 
photographs and video footage used to support and 
uphold these claims on national television without some 
comprehensive research and analysis being conducted 
before they are shown. 

Also riding the waves of the media are the incredible and 
speculative claims that people are being abducted by 
aliens and that these experiences are leaving them with 
disturbing and fragmented memories of frightening and 
unusual events that have occurred. This imagery has 
become very JX>Werful, as some members of the public 
repo.rt an increasing number of extraordinary human 
experiences to UFO organisations, perceiving them to be 
some sort of alien encounter. There is no defmitive proof 
that this is occurring, but the range of coverage from the 
media, Internet, books and magazines on the idea of alien 
visitation has reached saturation coverage over the last 
few years and as it has been soaked into our 
consciousness, so claims of alien abduction have 
increased. 

Mystical experiences have never increased, they have 



• 

always been experienced and reported, but the 
interpretation of these compelling connections to 
those other worlds have certainly changed to fit 
contemporary and current thinking of our 
exploration of Space travel and all of its 
ramifications. This combined with our ever
advancing technology and our anxieties about what 
this could ultimately mean may also influence our 
reaching out to those other worlds for some answers 
in this one. These curious, mysterious and 
inexplicable phenomena have been with us always 
and will nurture the human in1agination forever. 

Theories are abundant to explain what these 
experiences are, whether they are perceived as UFO 
encounters or more complex phenomena. These 
theories range in their explanations from being 
psychological in origin to being caused by some form 
of external source such as powerful electromagnetic 
fields, which can interact with the brain causing 
hallucinatory effects. In addition the idea is 
postulated that a non-human intelligence could be 
responsible for some of these experiences and this 
non-human connection takes many forms for each 
and every one of us, who have undergone unknown 
and inexplicable events at some period in our lives. 
There are many controversial issues at stake here 
when we examine some of our perceptions of 
extraordinary experiences and the effects of our 
recall of these curious events. In doing this a great 
deal more understanding of the human condition is 
needed. What does consciousness really mean and is 

N a t u r e c a n b e t 
d e s t r u c t i v e  a n d ,� 
p a r a d o x i c a l l y 
bea utifu l a l l  at the • 
sam e  tim e ,  but i n  i 
real ity natu re j u st is � 
a n d  c a n  be n o  other  •�, ..• 
way.. The h u m a n  ; 
s peci es views n atu re I 
i n  m a ny ways a n d  � 

l tu rns the world i nto a I:· .. place that we c a n  
com p re h e n d . j 
physical body 

i t  m e r e l y  
e l e c t ro c he m i cal 
activity within the 
brain and nothing 
more. There is 
certainly a great 
d e a l  o f  
disagreement even 
fron1 the scientific 
d i sc i p li n es o f  
p s y c h o l o g y ,  
philosophy and 
physics studying 
consciousness and 
what is meant by 
being aware. And 
w h e t h e r  
c o n s c i o u s n e s s 
o p e r a t e s  
independently of a 

Beliefs can also reinforce a person's interpretation of 
an odd experience even if that experience is actually 

caused by something that could be explained if 
examined thoroughly, in order to rule out more 
mundane possibilities. Beliefs, ranging from 
deeply held religious views to the idea that alien 
spacecraft are visiting our planet are difficult to 
change even with scientific evidence that may 
disprove some of these beliefs. For some of us, 
our belief that God, angels, demons or aliens 
exist is inherently a part of our lives that we do 
not question too closely, as religions are based 
on faith alone and many of us need to have a 
belief in a creator or universal being to give 
some meaning to the fact we exist at all. . 
However, with the advent of the intern et and 
more and more information and a host of 
answers to our questions, it appears that for 
some of us there are ever more questions that 
we need to ask. This is possibly why beliefs in 
orthodox religion have changed so dramatically 
and why people are reaching out towards new 
age religions in order to create something much 
more meaningful to them in terms of 
understanding why and who we are. 

These are indeed strange times in which 
we live and as human contact diminishes 
with the use of the internet and as 
research into artificial intelligence 
progresses, we will live in very strange 
worlds indeed and these will not be 
created by those other worlds, but by 
electronic images that we continue to 
download on to our screens and into our 
consciousness. 

Remember that old 
s o ng ' A  in �� 
Nothing Like 
the Keal Thing' 
well I ask you 
this; . . .  what is 
the 'real thi.ng'? 
· · · · · · · ·  l:)i�IC 

• IJe,o.t�f qtottO. fl i 



THE BKmSH UFO RESEARCH .ASSOCIATION 
<BUFORA). 

Web-s]te: <www.bufora.org.uk> 
FQR1HCOMING BUIDRA LECTlJRES 

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE IN DATES AND VENUE-
first Monday nights of the JOOnth. All lectures will be held at 
the Quaker btternational Centre, 1 Byng Place, London, WC lE 
7JH. Tel: 0207 387 5648. (N'r. the British Museum). I..ect:ures 
begin at 7:00pm and end at lo:OOpm. 
Nea.t\'St Tube S1ations: �n Square, Euston Square, Goodge 
Street. .ADUL1'S £4:50. BuroRA Memrers £2:50. 

Monc1ay 2lld October 20QQ. r£RRV ANPERSQN. 
UFO Siglttings Over Kent Jeny will be discussing 
numerous cases from Kent, Burmarsh, and Gravesend, looking 
at cases from as far back as 1 954. He will be looking at close 
encounters of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd kinds and showing various 
segrmnts of video accomp811ied by slides. 
Moncky 4fh November 2QOO. EKNIE SEAR$. 
UFOs OVER HANTS. 
Seasoned urologist Emie Sears of the Southampton UFO group 
will be discussing numerous UFO cases from his files and will 
also be sltal'itlg with us matty paranormal incidents that have 
occurred to him throughout his life. 

Monday 4th D@mber 2QQQ RICHARD CONWAY 
Unlocldng the BibliCill a:xJe 

Monday January 8* 2001, ALBERT BUDDEN. 
1HEHUTCHISON mECl' (The Pollc.tgeist Mscbinc) Albert 

will lecture on his � which has clearly shown to him 
that UFOs, Aliens, Ghosts and Poltergeists all have natural 
explanations and have nothing to do with the paranormal. 
Whether you believe him or not, Albert sure has some 
convincing and interesting cases. 
MQNDAY Februaty Slh 2001 TOM PERROT: 
'HAUNTING MEMORIES' 
Tom is a life member of the Society for Psychical Re�h and 
Chairman of the Ghost Club. He has appeared nwrerous times 
on T.V. shows in this untry and overseas. Tom will be 
lecturing on haunted photographs and will be talking about 
numerous ghostly cases that he has encountered throughout 
his many years of study. 

BUIDRA MEMBERSHIP ENQUIR1F.S: 
please send SAE to BUroRA Ltd. BM BUJORA 

LONIX.)N WCIN SXX 

UIOlN «no INVESTIGATIONS NE'IWORK 
UFOIN is a very different kind of uro network. It is not a 

rnet!l.OOrship group. 
UFOJN is run by investigators for investigators and. with l 00% 
of ifs resources devoted to this task It exists purely to conduct 
objective, In-depth investigations to well- honed scientific 
principles. It will conduct new research that will answer basic 
questions about the UFO mystery. 
CONrACf: 
&-mail: enquiries@ufoin.otg�uk 
Snail mail: 
1 Hal1steads Oose, Dove Holes, Buxton, Derbyshire 
SIC1 7 SBS 

MAGONIA MAGAZINE 
Interpretin$ ContemJX>rary Visions .and Belief. Thoroughly 
reoonunended. Subscription for 4 issues £5. Cheques and 
money orders to be made payable to JOHN Rl.MMER (not 

57 M.agonia), John Dee Cottage, 5 j.ames Terrace, .Mortlake 

... 

Churchyani, London SW14 8HB. 
Emai.I: <magoni.a@lnagoni.a.demon.co.uk> 
Magonia On-line at <www.ma.gonia.denxm.co.uk> 

AiDUcnoN WAT<Jt Thoroughly recommended 
Contact Kevin Me� 3 C'Jaremont Grove, Leeds LS3 lAX 
12 issues =£ 10 (5 issues at £5 UK only) 

�ORmERN.uro � Highly  Recommended 
1 Hallsteads Oose, O,ve holes) Buxton, Derby. SJ 1 7  8BS 
&:tited by }cnlry Rtmdlcs, £7 for 6 copies 

STAFfPIIDSHlRE PARANORMAL INVESTIGATION <sm 
Dave Pointon 5 Chapel Close, .Mount Pleasant, Mow Cop, Stoke ST7 4NP 
Tel: 0 1 782 52.2620 
email: melodycmft@melodycraft.screa.ming.net 
mE MERSE¥SlPE ANQMAIJES mEAJCH ASSOCIATION 
Investigation. and research into exceptional human experiences 
including UFOs 1para.nonnal and mystical phenomena: Email: Tony 
Eccles <tonyeccles@yahoo.com 0151  727 4057 
MANCHESTER ANOMALOUS I'HfNOMJtiA JNYESOGATION TEAM 
CMAm). 
85 Royal Oak Road, Baguley, Wythens.hawe, .Manchester M23 lDZ. 
Phone/Fax 0161  374-2978; 
Email Steve Mera s_mera@Yahoo.com. 
Web-site www �maxpages.comlmapitlhom! 
Magazine: Quarterly journal "PHENOMENA" 

LANCASHJR£ UFO SOCIE1Y &THE BRIDSH UFQ.STU'DIES <;ENfRE 
For details of regular meetings or research Write to; 
The Secretary, P.O.Box 1 5, Southport P.R8 lGR:' 

WANTED; 
"FLYING SAUCER REVIEW: Back issues of FSR wanted, covering the 
period from Volwre 1 (1 955) through to 1985, including Special 
Suppletrents and FSR Case Histories. Please send your list with prire 
asked to David Clar.ke, 292 Bole Hill Road, Walkley Sheffield S6 5DF, 
South Yorkshire, or email 
crazydia.monds@compuservc.oom.'' 

SCOTilSH EAmf MYS1lXfES RF.SEAR,CH 
Magazine "PHENNMENAL NEWS" 
4 issues £6. · Email: SEMR.G@lisapiepie.demon.co.uk 
Website: www.geocities.com/area5 1/stargate/76l S 

SI'RANGE PHENOMENA JNYESilGADQNS <sm ENGI..AND 
Contact MALCOI.M ROBJNSON, 4 1 ,  CASTI..EBAR ROAD, EALING 

LONOON W5 2DJ: &\-1.AIL;<spi_spi@hotmail.com> 
SPI web� site: http:/ /www.FSReview.net/ spi/spihome.htm 

SCOTI1SH tJN£XPLAINFD PH!NOMWA RESEARCH 
Dave Colema.n 49 Limefteld Crescent, Bathga.te, West Lothian, EH4S 1 RF 
Journal "COVER -uF" £1  
1liE TRAVEL AND Fmlf MYSTERIES S0CitiY O'EMS) 
For people with an enquiring mind and an interest in unexplained 
phenomena and historical areas of study loosely labelled EIJrth 
mysteries. TEMS is a social and study group for people in "'West a.nd 
South-west London. Middlesex & Surrey. 
.please contact Ann (Wimbledon) 0 1 8 1  5423 1 10 
Lionel Beer (HAmpton) 0 181  9793 1 48 
Email :  mickjones@cix.compulink.co.uk 
SOllllJOOi JN\1EmGATIQNS & &:sEARCH JNTQ UfQ SIGtffiNGS (S.LR.I.U.s> P.O BOX 3839, OIRISTCHUROI DORSET 
BHRS SYH .M.ttgazine : "V"'*"'GER 32 " 
E�mail: vger32@talk2 I .oom 
http: I /frcespa.ce.vitginnet.co.uklsirius.vgerS2 



Philip Mantle shares his memories 
of a dear friend. 

My dear friend and colleague, Cynthia Hind, died on 
2 1 st August 2000 after a very short illness. 

To me Cynthia was like the archetypical favourite 
aunt, always with a smile on her face and a story to 
tell. She was by far the best and most amusing story
teller I have ever come across. As part of her UFO 
studies she travelled far and wide, especially across 
Africa as she lived in Zimbabwe. I clearly remember 
Cynthia telling an assembled audience at one of the 
BUFORA conferences how she had once interviewed 
members of a tribe in Africa who not long ago had 
still been cannibals. Cynthia being a rather large lady 
stated that if they had attempted to eat her it would 
have taken them a month. As ever, she had the 
audience in her hand. 

As a ufologist she remained open-minded but was 
definitely from the nuts-and-bolts side of the fence. 
She had an enquiring mind and a determination to 
try and help solve the UFO puzzle. 

As a human being she was warm hearted, full of life, 
and larger than life in many ways. 

The human race will be all the worse without her as 
will serious Ufo research. 

May she rest in peace and my deepest sympathy goes 
to her family and friends. 

Philip Mantle. 

Strange Daze sends their deepest sympathy to her 
family at this sad time. Cynthia will be very much 
missed and remembered as an eloquent and 
fascinating speaker on the subject of UFOs, always 
injecting her wonderful sense of humour during her 
lectures in the United Kingdom . .  
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